
5 Data content and structure 
 
The INSPIRE theme Utility and governmental services has been split in 3 separate main packages, 
that are developed hereafter. 
 
Though main features of the 3 sub-themes have common concepts related to the theme (such as 
localization, technical description and responsible party), they were treated separately with different 
modelization approaches within 3 nearly independent packages each containing specific applications 
schemas. This is principally due to the observation that data providers and data users for each sub-
theme are almost different. 
 
It has also been decided to not apply a coverage / grid modelization at this stage of the development 
of the data specification, due to the fact that such coverage, if existing, are more resulting of spatial 
analysis outputs (e.g. access to telecommunication networks – GSM, 3G, etc.) than real spatial 
information (e.g. position of antennas). 
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Figure 2 – UML class diagram: Overview of the “Utility and governmental services” theme. 



 
 
This data specification defines the following application schemas: 
 
For Administrative and social governmental services: 
 

− The “Administrative and Social Governmental Services” application schema that provides 
information concerning the location and the type of administrative and social governmental 
services; 

 
− The “Extended Administrative and Social Governmental Services” application schema 

that provides more detailed information concerning administrative and social governmental 
services such as occupancy, resources and other specific descriptions; 

 
For Environmental Management Facilities: 
 

− The “Environmental Management Facilities” application schema that supports information 
about waste treatment and storage practices, plus other environmental activities. 

 
 
For Utility networks: 

 

The “Utility Networks Profile” application schemas are based on a node-arc-node structure and 
network concept (derived from the Generic Network model). Especially designed to describe data into 
a structured model with only the most basic characteristics, but adhering to the node-arc-node concept 
(taken from the “Network” concept in the GCM), respectively for the six types of utility networks 
(electricity, oil-gas-chemicals, water, sewer, thermal and telecommunications). Topology is not 
required being possible to represent networks as single features not topologically interconnected 
(“spaghetti” representation). Utility Networks Profile contains the following application schemas: 

− The “Common Utility Network Elements” Application Schema that contains the common 
elements to all thematic networks.  

− The “Electricity Network” Application Schema that extends the common elements for the 
electricity domain. 

− The “Oil-Gas-Chemical Network” Application Schema that extends the common elements 
for the Oil, Gas and Chemical domain. 

− The “Telecommunications Network” Application Schema that extends the common 
elements for the Telecommunications domain. 

− The “Thermal Network” Application Schema that extends the common elements for the 
Thermal domain. 

− The “Water network” Application Schema that extends the common elements for the Water 
domain. 

The “Extended Utility Networks” application schemas cannot be considered as real application 
schemas, since their development is at its first step and they are proposed in the present document in 
Annex G only as leads for defining more-detailed standards later; 
 

− The “Common Extended Utility Network Elements” Application Schema that contains the 
common elements to all thematic networks.  

− The “Extended Electricity” Application Schema that extends the common elements for the 
electricity domain. 



− The “Extended Oil-Gas-Chemical” Application Schema that extends the common elements 
for the Oil, Gas and Chemical domain. 

− The “Extended Telecommunications” Application Schema that extends the common 
elements for the Telecommunications domain. 

− The “Extended Thermal” Application Schema that extends the common elements for the 
Thermal domain. 

− The “Extended Water” Application Schema that extends the common elements for the Water 
domain. 

 



 

Figure 3 – Overview of the “Utility and governmental services” criteria for Application 
Schemas. 

 
 



5.1 Application schemas – Overview  

5.1.1 Application schemas included in the IRs 
 
 
Articles 3, 4 and 5 of the Implementing Rules lay down the requirements for the content and structure 
of the data sets related to the INSPIRE Annex themes. 
 

IR Requirement 
Article 4 

Types for the Exchange and Classification of Spatial Objects 
 

1. For the exchange and classification of spatial objects from data sets meeting the conditions laid 
down in Article 4 of Directive 2007/2/EC, Member States shall use the spatial object types and 
associated data types, enumerations and code lists that are defined in Annexes II, III and IV for the 
themes the data sets relate to. 
 
2. Spatial object types and data types shall comply with the definitions and constraints and include 
the attributes and association roles set out in the Annexes. 
 
3. The enumerations and code lists used in attributes or association roles of spatial object types or 
data types shall comply with the definitions and include the values set out in Annex II. The 
enumeration and code list values are uniquely identified by language-neutral mnemonic codes for 
computers. The values may also include a language-specific name to be used for human 
interaction. 
 

 
The types to be used for the exchange and classification of spatial objects from data sets related to 
the spatial data theme Utility and Government Services are defined in the following application 
schemas (see sections 5.3 – 5.5 – 5.6.2 – 5.6.3 – 5.6.4 – 5.6.5 – 5.6.6 – 5.6.7): 
 

− Common Utility Network Elements  
− Electricity Network  
− Oil-Gas-Chemical Network  
− Sewer Network  
− Thermal Network  
− Water Network  
− Administrative and Social Governmental Services  
− Environmental Management Facilities  

 
The application schemas specify requirements on the properties of each spatial object including its 
multiplicity, domain of valid values, constraints, etc.  
 
NOTE The application schemas presented in this section contain some additional information that is 
not included in the Implementing Rules, in particular multiplicities of attributes and association roles. 
 

TG Requirement 1 Spatial object types and data types shall comply with the multiplicities defined 
for the attributes and association roles in this section. 

 
An application schema may include references (e.g. in attributes or inheritance relationships) to 
common types or types defined in other spatial data themes. These types can be found in a sub-
section called “Imported Types” at the end of each application schema section. The common types 
referred to from application schemas included in the IRs are addressed in Article 3.  
 



IR Requirement 
Article 3 

Common Types 
 

Types that are common to several of the themes listed in Annexes I, II and III to Directive 
2007/2/EC shall conform to the definitions and constraints and include the attributes and 
association roles set out in Annex I.  

 
NOTE Since the IRs contain the types for all INSPIRE spatial data themes in one document, Article 
3 does not explicitly refer to types defined in other spatial data themes, but only to types defined in 
external data models. 
 
Common types are described in detail in the Generic Conceptual Model [DS-D2.7], in the relevant 
international standards (e.g. of the ISO 19100 series) or in the documents on the common INSPIRE 
models [DS-D2.10.x]. For detailed descriptions of types defined in other spatial data themes, see the 
corresponding Data Specification TG document [DS-D2.8.x]. 
 
 

5.1.2 Additional recommended application schemas  
 
In addition to the application schemas listed above, the following additional application schemas have 
been defined for the theme Utility and Government Services (see sections Annex.G): 
 

− Common Extended Utility Network Elements 
− Extended Electricity  
− Extended Oil-Gas-Chemical  
− Extended Sewer  
− Extended Thermal  
− Extended Water  
− Extended Administrative and Social Governmental Services  

 
These additional application schemas are not included in the IRs. They typically address requirements 
from specific (groups of) use cases and/or may be used to provide additional information. They are 
included in this specification in order to improve interoperability also for these additional aspects and 
to illustrate the extensibility of the application schemas included in the IRs. 
 

Recommendation 1 Additional and/or use case-specific information related to the theme Utility 
and Government Services should be made available using the spatial 
object types and data types specified in the following application schemas: 
Common Extended Utility Network Elements; Extended Electricity; 
Extended Oil-Gas-Chemical; Extended Sewer; Extended Thermal; 
Extended Water; Extended Administrative and Social Governmental 
Services. 

 
 These spatial object types and data types should comply with the 

definitions and constraints and include the attributes and association roles 
defined in this section. 

 
 The enumerations and code lists used in attributes or association roles of 

spatial object types or data types should comply with the definitions and 
include the values defined in this section. 

 
 
 
 



5.2 Basic notions 
 
This section explains some of the basic notions used in the INSPIRE application schemas. These 
explanations are based on the GCM [DS-D2.5]. 

5.2.1 Notation 
 

5.2.1.1. Unified Modeling Language (UML) 
 
The application schemas included in this section are specified in UML, version 2.1. The spatial object 
types, their properties and associated types are shown in UML class diagrams. 
 
NOTE For an overview of the UML notation, see Annex D in [ISO 19103]. 
 
The use of a common conceptual schema language (i.e. UML) allows for an automated processing of 
application schemas and the encoding, querying and updating of data based on the application 
schema – across different themes and different levels of detail. 
 
The following important rules related to class inheritance and abstract classes are included in the IRs. 
 

IR Requirement 
Article 5 
Types 

 
(…) 
 
2. Types that are a sub-type of another type shall also include all this type’s attributes and 

association roles. 
 
3. Abstract types shall not be instantiated. 

 
The use of UML conforms to ISO 19109 8.3 and ISO/TS 19103 with the exception that UML 2.1 
instead of ISO/IEC 19501 is being used. The use of UML also conforms to ISO 19136 E.2.1.1.1-
E.2.1.1.4. 
 
NOTE ISO/TS 19103 and ISO 19109 specify a profile of UML to be used in conjunction with the 
ISO 19100 series. This includes in particular a list of stereotypes and basic types to be used in 
application schemas. ISO 19136 specifies a more restricted UML profile that allows for a direct 
encoding in XML Schema for data transfer purposes. 
 
To model constraints on the spatial object types and their properties, in particular to express data/data 
set consistency rules, OCL (Object Constraint Language) is used as described in ISO/TS 19103, 
whenever possible. In addition, all constraints are described in the feature catalogue in English, too. 
 
NOTE Since “void” is not a concept supported by OCL, OCL constraints cannot include expressions 
to test whether a value is a void value. Such constraints may only be expressed in natural language.  
 

5.2.1.2. Stereotypes 
 
In the application schemas in this section several stereotypes are used that have been defined as part 
of a UML profile for use in INSPIRE [DS-D2.5]. These are explained in Table 1 below. 
 

Table 1 – Stereotypes (adapted from [DS-D2.5]) 

Stereotype 
Model 
element 

Description 



applicationSchema Package An INSPIRE application schema according to ISO 19109 and 
the Generic Conceptual Model. 

leaf Package 
 

A package that is not an application schema and contains no 
packages. 

featureType Class A spatial object type. 
type Class A type that is not directly instantiable, but is used as an abstract 

collection of operation, attribute and relation signatures. This 
stereotype should usually not be used in INSPIRE application 
schemas as these are on a different conceptual level than 
classifiers with this stereotype. 

dataType Class A structured data type without identity. 
union Class A structured data type without identity where exactly one of the 

properties of the type is present in any instance. 
enumeration Class An enumeration. 
codeList Class A code list. 
import Dependency The model elements of the supplier package are imported. 
voidable Attribute, 

association 
role 

A voidable attribute or association role (see section 5.2.2). 

lifeCycleInfo Attribute, 
association 
role 

If in an application schema a property is considered to be part 
of the life-cycle information of a spatial object type, the property 
shall receive this stereotype. 

version Association 
role 

If in an application schema an association role ends at a spatial 
object type, this stereotype denotes that the value of the 
property is meant to be a specific version of the spatial object, 
not the spatial object in general. 

 
 

5.2.2 Voidable characteristics 
 
The «voidable» stereotype is used to characterise those properties of a spatial object that may not be 
present in some spatial data sets, even though they may be present or applicable in the real world. 
This does not mean that it is optional to provide a value for those properties.  
 
For all properties defined for a spatial object, a value has to be provided – either the corresponding 
value (if available in the data set maintained by the data provider) or the value of void. A void value 
shall imply that no corresponding value is contained in the source spatial data set maintained by the 
data provider or no corresponding value can be derived from existing values at reasonable costs. 
 

Recommendation 2 The reason for a void value should be provided where possible using a 
listed value from the VoidReasonValue code list to indicate the reason for 
the missing value. 

 
The VoidReasonValue type is a code list, which includes the following pre-defined values:  

− Unpopulated: The property is not part of the dataset maintained by the data provider. However, 
the characteristic may exist in the real world. For example when the “elevation of the water body 
above the sea level” has not been included in a dataset containing lake spatial objects, then the 
reason for a void value of this property would be ‘Unpopulated’. The property receives this value 
for all spatial objects in the spatial data set. 

− Unknown: The correct value for the specific spatial object is not known to, and not computable 
by the data provider. However, a correct value may exist. For example when the “elevation of 
the water body above the sea level” of a certain lake has not been measured, then the reason 
for a void value of this property would be ‘Unknown’. This value is applied only to those spatial 
objects where the property in question is not known. 

− Withheld: The characteristic may exist, but is confidential and not divulged by the data provider. 
 
NOTE It is possible that additional reasons will be identified in the future, in particular to support 
reasons / special values in coverage ranges. 



 
The «voidable» stereotype does not give any information on whether or not a characteristic exists in 
the real world. This is expressed using the multiplicity: 

− If a characteristic may or may not exist in the real world, its minimum cardinality shall be defined 
as 0. For example, if an Address may or may not have a house number, the multiplicity of the 
corresponding property shall be 0..1.  

− If at least one value for a certain characteristic exists in the real world, the minimum cardinality 
shall be defined as 1. For example, if an Administrative Unit always has at least one name, the 
multiplicity of the corresponding property shall be 1..*. 

 
In both cases, the «voidable» stereotype can be applied. In cases where the minimum multiplicity is 0, 
the absence of a value indicates that it is known that no value exists, whereas a value of void indicates 
that it is not known whether a value exists or not. 
 
EXAMPLE If an address does not have a house number, the corresponding Address object should 
not have any value for the «voidable» attribute house number. If the house number is simply not 
known or not populated in the data set, the Address object should receive a value of void (with the 
corresponding void reason) for the house number attribute. 
 
 

5.2.3 Enumerations 
 
Enumerations are modelled as classes in the application schemas. Their values are modelled as 
attributes of the enumeration class using the following modelling style: 

− No initial value, but only the attribute name part, is used. 
− The attribute name conforms to the rules for attributes names, i.e. is a lowerCamelCase name. 

Exceptions are words that consist of all uppercase letters (acronyms). 
 

IR Requirement 
Article 6 

Code Lists and Enumerations 
 

(…) 
 
5) Attributes or association roles of spatial object types or data types that have an enumeration 

type may only take values from the lists specified for the enumeration type.” 

 

5.2.4 Code lists 
 
Code lists are modelled as classes in the application schemas. Their values, however, are managed 
outside of the application schema. 
 

5.2.4.1. Code list types 
 
The IRs distinguish the following types of code lists. 
 



IR Requirement 
Article 6 

Code Lists and Enumerations 
 

1) Code lists shall be of one of the following types, as specified in the Annexes: 
 a) code lists whose allowed values comprise only the values specified in this Regulation; 
 b) code lists whose allowed values comprise the values specified in this Regulation and 

narrower values defined by data providers; 
 c) code lists whose allowed values comprise the values specified in this Regulation and 

additional values at any level defined by data providers; 
 d) code lists, whose allowed values comprise any values defined by data providers. 
 
 For the purposes of points (b), (c) and (d), in addition to the allowed values, data providers may 

use the values specified in the relevant INSPIRE Technical Guidance document available on the 
INSPIRE web site of the Joint Research Centre. 

 
The type of code list is represented in the UML model through the tagged value extensibility, which 
can take the following values: 

− none, representing code lists whose allowed values comprise only the values specified in the 
IRs (type a); 

− narrower, representing code lists whose allowed values comprise the values specified in the IRs 
and narrower values defined by data providers (type b); 

− open, representing code lists whose allowed values comprise the values specified in the IRs 
and additional values at any level defined by data providers (type c); and 

− any, representing code lists, for which the IRs do not specify any allowed values, i.e. whose 
allowed values comprise any values defined by data providers (type d). 

 

Recommendation 3 Additional values defined by data providers should not replace or redefine 
any value already specified in the IRs. 

 
NOTE This data specification may specify recommended values for some of the code lists of type (b), 
(c) and (d) (see section 5.2.4.3). These recommended values are specified in a dedicated Annex. 
 
In addition, code lists can be hierarchical, as explained in Article 6(2) of the IRs. 
 

IR Requirement 
Article 6 

Code Lists and Enumerations 
(…) 
 
2) Code lists may be hierarchical. Values of hierarchical code lists may have a more generic parent 

value. Where the valid values of a hierarchical code list are specified in a table in this 
Regulation, the parent values are listed in the last column. 

 
The type of code list and whether it is hierarchical or not is also indicated in the feature catalogues.  
 



5.2.4.2. Obligations on data providers 
 

IR Requirement 
Article 6 

Code Lists and Enumerations 
 

(….) 
 
3) Where, for an attribute whose type is a code list as referred to in points (b), (c) or (d) of 

paragraph 1, a data provider provides a value that is not specified in this Regulation, that value 
and its definition shall be made available in a register. 

 
4) Attributes or association roles of spatial object types or data types whose type is a code list may 

only take values that are allowed according to the specification of the code list. 

 
Article 6(4) obliges data providers to use only values that are allowed according to the specification of 
the code list. The “allowed values according to the specification of the code list” are the values 
explicitly defined in the IRs plus (in the case of code lists of type (b), (c) and (d)) additional values 
defined by data providers. 
 
For attributes whose type is a code list of type (b), (c) or (d) data providers may use additional values 
that are not defined in the IRs. Article 6(3) requires that such additional values and their definition be 
made available in a register. This enables users of the data to look up the meaning of the additional 
values used in a data set, and also facilitates the re-use of additional values by other data providers 
(potentially across Member States). 
 
NOTE Guidelines for setting up registers for additional values and how to register additional values in 
these registers is still an open discussion point between Member States and the Commission.  
 

5.2.4.3. Recommended code list values 
 
For code lists of type (b), (c) and (d), this data specification may propose additional values as a 
recommendation (in a dedicated Annex). These values will be included in the INSPIRE code list 
register. This will facilitate and encourage the usage of the recommended values by data providers 
since the obligation to make additional values defined by data providers available in a register (see 
section 5.2.4.2) is already met.   
 

Recommendation 4 Where these Technical Guidelines recommend values for a code list in 
addition to those specified in the IRs, these values should be used. 

 
NOTE For some code lists of type (d), no values may be specified in these Technical Guidelines. In 
these cases, any additional value defined by data providers may be used. 
 

5.2.4.4. Governance 
 
The following two types of code lists are distinguished in INSPIRE: 

− Code lists that are governed by INSPIRE (INSPIRE-governed code lists). These code lists will 
be managed centrally in the INSPIRE code list register. Change requests to these code lists 
(e.g. to add, deprecate or supersede values) are processed and decided upon using the 
INSPIRE code list register’s maintenance workflows. 

 
INSPIRE-governed code lists will be made available in the INSPIRE code list register at 
http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codelist/<CodeListName>. They will be available in SKOS/RDF, XML 
and HTML. The maintenance will follow the procedures defined in ISO 19135. This means that 
the only allowed changes to a code list are the addition, deprecation or supersession of values, 
i.e. no value will ever be deleted, but only receive different statuses (valid, deprecated, 



superseded). Identifiers for values of INSPIRE-governed code lists are constructed using the 
pattern http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codelist/<CodeListName>/<value>. 

 
− Code lists that are governed by an organisation outside of INSPIRE (externally governed code 

lists). These code lists are managed by an organisation outside of INSPIRE, e.g. the World 
Meteorological Organization (WMO) or the World Health Organization (WHO). Change requests 
to these code lists follow the maintenance workflows defined by the maintaining organisations. 
Note that in some cases, no such workflows may be formally defined. 
 
Since the updates of externally governed code lists is outside the control of INSPIRE, the IRs 
and these Technical Guidelines reference a specific version for such code lists. 
 
The tables describing externally governed code lists in this section contain the following 
columns: 

− The Governance column describes the external organisation that is responsible for 
maintaining the code list. 

− The Source column specifies a citation for the authoritative source for the values of the 
code list. For code lists, whose values are mandated in the IRs, this citation should 
include the version of the code list used in INSPIRE. The version can be specified using a 
version number or the publication date. For code list values recommended in these 
Technical Guidelines, the citation may refer to the “latest available version”.  

− In some cases, for INSPIRE only a subset of an externally governed code list is relevant. 
The subset is specified using the Subset column. 

− The Availability column specifies from where (e.g. URL) the values of the externally 
governed code list are available, and in which formats. Formats can include machine-
readable (e.g. SKOS/RDF, XML) or human-readable (e.g. HTML, PDF) ones. 

 
Code list values are encoded using http URIs and labels. Rules for generating these URIs and 
labels are specified in a separate table. 
 

Recommendation 5 The http URIs and labels used for encoding code list values should be 
taken from the INSPIRE code list registry for INSPIRE-governed code lists 
and generated according to the relevant rules specified for externally 
governed code lists. 

 
NOTE Where practicable, the INSPIRE code list register could also provide http URIs and labels for 
externally governed code lists. 
 

5.2.4.5. Vocabulary 
 
For each code list, a tagged value called “vocabulary” is specified to define a URI identifying the 
values of the code list. For INSPIRE-governed code lists and externally governed code lists that do not 
have a persistent identifier, the URI is constructed following the pattern 
http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codelist/<UpperCamelCaseName>. 
 
If the value is missing or empty, this indicates an empty code list. If no sub-classes are defined for this 
empty code list, this means that any code list may be used that meets the given definition. 
 
An empty code list may also be used as a super-class for a number of specific code lists whose values 
may be used to specify the attribute value. If the sub-classes specified in the model represent all valid 
extensions to the empty code list, the subtyping relationship is qualified with the standard UML 
constraint "{complete,disjoint}". 
 
 
 



5.2.5 Identifier management 
 

IR Requirement 
Article 9 

Identifier Management 
 
1. The data type Identifier defined in Section 2.1 of Annex I shall be used as a type for the external 

object identifier of a spatial object.  
2. The external object identifier for the unique identification of spatial objects shall not be changed 

during the life-cycle of a spatial object. 

 
NOTE 1 An external object identifier is a unique object identifier which is published by the responsible 
body, which may be used by external applications to reference the spatial object. [DS-D2.5] 
 
NOTE 2 Article 9(1) is implemented in each application schema by including the attribute inspireId of 
type Identifier. 
 
NOTE 3 Article 9(2) is ensured if the namespace and localId attributes of the Identifier remains the 
same for different versions of a spatial object; the version attribute can of course change. 
 

5.2.6 Geometry representation 
 

IR Requirement 
Article 12 

Other Requirements & Rules 
 
1. The value domain of spatial properties defined in this Regulation shall be restricted to the 

Simple Feature spatial schema as defined in Herring, John R. (ed.), OpenGIS® Implementation 
Standard for Geographic information – Simple feature access – Part 1: Common architecture, 
version 1.2.1, Open Geospatial Consortium, 2011, unless specified otherwise for a specific 
spatial data theme or type. 

 
NOTE 1 The specification restricts the spatial schema to 0-, 1-, 2-, and 2.5-dimensional geometries 
where all curve interpolations are linear and surface interpolations are performed by triangles. 
 
NOTE 2 The topological relations of two spatial objects based on their specific geometry and topology 
properties can in principle be investigated by invoking the operations of the types defined in ISO 
19107 (or the methods specified in EN ISO 19125-1). 
 
The location of some Utility and governmental services features may be originally defined in the real 
world relative to administrative, cadastral or natural boundaries (roads, rivers, walls, etc.). These 
locations are initially similar to the position of a facility or a service (exact location of the networks 
elements, or of a zone where some public service is provided), which may be known to exist up to a 
natural or administrative feature. However, the INSPIRE Utility and governmental services data 
specification represents such facilities or services as absolute, not relative geometries. That is, they 
have their own, absolute geometries (as INSPIRE defined GM_Object or GM_MultiSurface) and their 
geographical location is not dependent on other features (other than during their original delineation). 
This is because many Member States do not update Utility and governmental services geometries if 
there are changes to administrative or natural boundaries, and in any case, the official definition of a 
Utility and governmental services remains fixed even if there are underlying changes to the 
administrative boundary or the location of natural features. 
 
For example, one can see that some underground networks can remain at the same position, even 
after some road works. 
 



On another hand, some other Utility and governmental services features do really share their 
existence with other datasets (buildings, facilities described in other themes, like Production and 
industrial facilities). For those elements, the location refers directly to the objects of those related 
themes, so that if an instantiation of these supportive objects are deleted from a database, the service 
object has to be deleted in cascade. That reflects the dependence in real world: if a governmental 
service is provided in a building that is destroyed, then no more service is provided, or if a service is 
provided for a certain aggregation of administrative units (such as intercommunality, or region), the 
perimeter of responsibility will evolve with the new geometry of such administrative area, if modified. 
In such case, the model refers directly to the objects (among the proposed location or area in the 
union type, for example). 
 
Since the data concerned by the INSPIRE theme Utility and governmental services can be also 
produced and used at a local level (according to many decentralization processes), the level of detail 
should be important. In fact, description of a utility network or of services provided by or for a specific 
Public Administrative Body will be rich in their geometries and attributes (large scale data, accurate 
distinction between several services provided at local level). 
This seems opposite to one goal of the INSPIRE directive, which is to gather similar data from different 
producers and users, at a greater level (regional, national or European). Then, the level of details 
described in the former paragraph is less important than collecting exhaustively the same type of data 
for the whole territory analysed. 
 
This data collection work is somehow developed by aggregating agencies (regional, national or pan-
European) and therefore may include some generalization processes, whether geometric or semantic. 
Thus data can be simplified, as soon as they’re used at a greater level, and the use of large scale data 
at such greater levels can prove to be counterproductive. Then, if certain datasets are inappropriate to 
be used at certain scales, it should be specified within its restrictions metadata. 
 
On another hand, the different use cases (localization, management of services, spatial and semantic 
analysis or reporting) imply different approaches and treatments of the data related to Utility and 
governmental services. 
 
Thus, the models proposed for the theme Utility and governmental services tend to be as simple as 
possible and should fit to the use of such data at any scale (whether local or global). Nevertheless, the 
level of detail (according to the scale and accuracy of the dataset) should be provided within the 
metadata and data quality information. 
 
 

5.2.7  Temporality representation 
 
The application schema(s) use(s) the derived attributes "beginLifespanVersion" and 
"endLifespanVersion" to record the lifespan of a spatial object.  
 
The attributes "beginLifespanVersion" specifies the date and time at which this version of the spatial 
object was inserted or changed in the spatial data set. The attribute "endLifespanVersion" specifies 
the date and time at which this version of the spatial object was superseded or retired in the spatial 
data set. 
 
NOTE 1 The attributes specify the beginning of the lifespan of the version in the spatial data set itself, 
which is different from the temporal characteristics of the real-world phenomenon described by the 
spatial object. This lifespan information, if available, supports mainly two requirements: First, 
knowledge about the spatial data set content at a specific time; second, knowledge about changes to 
a data set in a specific time frame. The lifespan information should be as detailed as in the data set 
(i.e., if the lifespan information in the data set includes seconds, the seconds should be represented in 
data published in INSPIRE) and include time zone information. 
 
NOTE 2 Changes to the attribute "endLifespanVersion" does not trigger a change in the attribute 
"beginLifespanVersion". 
 



IR Requirement 
Article 10 

Life-cycle of Spatial Objects 
 
(…) 
 
3. Where the attributes beginLifespanVersion and endLifespanVersion are used, the value of 

endLifespanVersion shall not be before the value of beginLifespanVersion. 

 
NOTE The requirement expressed in the IR Requirement above will be included as constraints in 
the UML data models of all themes. 
 

Recommendation 6 If life-cycle information is not maintained as part of the spatial data set, all 
spatial objects belonging to this data set should provide a void value with a 
reason of "unpopulated". 

 
 
 

5.2.7.1. Validity of the real-world phenomena 
 
The application schema(s) use(s) the attributes "validFrom" and "validTo" to record the validity of the 
real-world phenomenon represented by a spatial object.  
 
The attributes "validFrom" specifies the date and time at which the real-world phenomenon became 
valid in the real world. The attribute "validTo" specifies the date and time at which the real-world 
phenomenon is no longer valid in the real world.  
 
Specific application schemas may give examples what “being valid” means for a specific real-world 
phenomenon represented by a spatial object. 
 

IR Requirement 
Article 12 

Other Requirements & Rules 
 
(…) 
 
3. Where the attributes validFrom and validTo are used, the value of validTo shall not be before the 

value of validFrom. 

 
NOTE The requirement expressed in the IR Requirement above will be included as constraints in 
the UML data models of all themes. 
 
The beginLifespanVersion stores the date on which the data instance representing the features of the 
Utility and Governmental Services theme was first created, and the endLifespanVersion is populated 
when some attribute or geometry of that instance changes. At this point, an entirely new instance is 
created repeating all of the attributes of the instance that have not changed, and providing new values 
for the attributes or geometries that have changed. The new instance uses the same value for 
objectIdentifier.localId and objectIdentifier.nameSpace, but has a new value for 
objectIdentifier.version. Using this method for representing temporality, all of the versions of features 
of the Utility and Governmental Services theme can be established by looking for all the Utility and 
Governmental Services instances with the same value for objectIdentifier.localID and 
objectIdentifier.namespace. 
 
The system dates can also be used for incremental updates. Instances that have been added since 
the last update can be determined by finding instances whose beginLifespanVersion is after the date 
of the last update. Instances that have been changed since the last update can be determined by 
finding instances whose endLifespanVersion is after the date of the last update. 



 

5.3 Application schema Administrative and Social Governmental 
Services 

5.3.1 Description 

5.3.1.1. Narrative description 
 
The Administrative and social governmental services application schema consists of the class 
GovernmentalService, the related data types, union classes plus a code list. 
 
Non-voidable attributes of the class GovernmentalService are InspireID, the location where the service 
is provided (serviceLocation) and the type of the service (serviceType). 
 
The location of the service (attribute serviceLocation) can be modelled variously, so data providers 
can choose the most appropriate alternative. Since the data type of these alternatives can vary, a 
union-class15 is used for that attribute16. 
If services are located inside buildings or activity complexes, the service geometry should be provided 
as a reference to these features. Some service sites are located outside buildings or activity 
complexes, but they have an address (e.g. rescue helicopter landing site). Then the spatial reference 
should be allocated by the address. 
In single cases the service location coincides with a network element which can also be used as 
spatial reference. The approach to use existing geometries avoids redundancy between the 
application schemas of different INSPIRE themes. Beyond that the service location can be provided by 
a geometry. 
 
The type of the service is specified by a code list (ServiceTypeValue). Foundation is the COFOG 
classification by EUROSTAT [COFOG 1999]17. The acronym COFOG means “Classification of the 
Functions of Government”. This classification covers a broad range of administrative and social 
governmental services but provides primarily a template for statistics regarding government 
expenditures. Therefore COFOG can’t be used unmodified. 
The list has been tailored and refined by types, which are based on requirements derived from 
legislation, use cases and interviews. The code list is organized hierarchically18. In order to map the 
hierarchy inside the code list, parent value is mentioned in the codelist table (cf. § 5.4.3.1). 
To be complete, the sub-part of the code list regarding the education domain, it has involved the 
recent evolution of the ISCED (International Standard Classification of Education) that occurred in 
201119. 
 
In this context, it’s important to note that the meaning of any item has to be taken not only from its 
name, definition or description, but also from its position within the hierarchy. The type 
“GovernmentalService” is the (fictive – because not part of the list) root element of the tree. Both 
nodes (e.g.  fire-protection service) and leafs (e.g. fire station) are useable as service types. The tree 
is intentionally unbalanced.  
 
The further attributes of GovernmentalService  are of stereotype <<voidable>>.  Beside 
begin/endLifespanVersion, which refer to the lifecycle of a version of the (digital) spatial object, the 
feature type in its core version contains the attribute pointOfContact and areaOfResponsibility. 

                                                      
15 See [ISO 19103] 
16

 Attention: The “union” type is not yet taken into account in the process “Extraction of feature 
catalogue”. It is therefore not included in the § “5.4.2 Feature catalogue”, but visible in the following 
figure “UML class diagram: Overview of the US “Administrative and social governmental services” 
application schema” 
17 
http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/ramon/nomenclatures/index.cfm?TargetUrl=LST_NOM_DTL&StrNom=CL
_COFOG99 &StrLanguageCode=EN&IntPcKey=&StrLayoutCode=HIERARCHIC) 
18

 For a better overview, the code list is provided within Annex D. 
19 http://www.uis.unesco.org/Education/Documents/UNESCO_GC_36C-19_ISCED_EN.pdf 



PointOfContact (data type Contact from GCM) provides contact information in order to get access to a 
service and/or initial information regarding a service. 
The attribute areaOfResponsibility contains the spatial responsibility of a service instance, e.g. of an 
administration or a police station. 
 
This information simplifies the identification of the appropriate service location for users. The spatial 
reference can be provided either by an AdministrativeUnit, a NamedPlace, an ActivityComplex or 
geometry (union-class). 
 
In its extended version GovernmentalService includes a number of voidable attributes (see the feature 
catalog for further information): 
 

• additionalLocationDescription can be used to give an additional textual description of the service 
location. This is useful to find the service (e.g. an office) inside a large building complex. 

 
• hoursOfService refers to the time, when the service itself is available. The temporal availability 

of a service itself will often coincide with the availability of the dedicated point of contact, which 
is specified inside the pointOfContact attribute (e.g. in case of a medical practice). In other 
cases, there is a clear distinction. For example a rescue station is engaged only a limited time 
(shall be expressed by hoursOfService) but there is a central hotline which is available twenty-
four-seven (shall be expressed by hoursOfService inside the contact data type of the core 
attribute pointOfContact). 

 
• name can be used to provide a common denotation for the service (e.g. “hôtel de ville”) 

 
• note can be used to provide further information regarding the service. The inclusion of note 

considers the fact, that the scope of feature type inside the application schema is very broad 
and therefore not all information data providers want to publish can be covered by the given 
attributes. 

 

• occupancy states the type (as PTFreeText) and number of persons a service can handle in 
terms of a capacity (e.g. the capacity of a school). 

 

• relatedParty (see GCM for definition) contains the owner(s), the operator(s) or the authorit(y|ies) 
of the service inclusive their contact information.The point of contact of a service (which is 
provided as pointOfContact inside the core) will coincide often with the contact information of 
one of the three mentioned party types, but not in always 

 

• resources is comparable to occupancy but describes the type and amount of technical 
resources a service provides (e.g. type and capacity of a hydrant). 

 

• serviceLevel allows data providers to classify services regarding the administrative level where 
the service is provided from (based on NUTS classification). 

 

• validFrom and validTo refer to the lifecycle of the real world object. 
 
 



5.3.1.2. UML Overview 
 

 class Core Administrative and Social Gov ernmental Serv ices

unions & structured dataTypes

«codeList»
Serv iceTypeValue

tags

UML Profi le for INSPIRE data specifications::codeList::asDictionary = true
UML Profi le for INSPIRE data specifications::codeList::extensibi li ty = narrower
UML Profi le for INSPIRE data specifications::codeList::vocabulary = http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codeList/ServiceTypeValue
UML Profi le for INSPIRE data specifications::codeList::xsdEncodingRule = iso19136_2007_INSPIRE_Extensions

enumeration & codeList

«featureType»
Gov ernmentalServ ice

+ inspireId  :Identifier
+ serviceLocation  :ServiceLocationType
+ serviceType  :ServiceTypeValue

«voidable»
+ areaOfResponsibi l ity  :AreaOfResponsibi li tyType [0..1]
+ pointOfContact  :Contact [1..*]

«l i feCycleInfo, voidable»
+ beginLifespanVersion  :DateTime
+ endLifespanVersion  :DateTime [0..1]

«union»
AreaOfResponsibilityType

+ areaOfResponsibi l ityByAdministrativeUnit  :AdministrativeUnit [1..*]
+ areaOfResponsibi l ityByNamedPlace  :NamedPlace [1..*]
+ areaOfResponsibi l ityByNetwork  :NetworkReference [1..*]
+ areaOfResponsibi l ityByPolygon  :GM_MultiSurface

«union»
Serv iceLocationType

+ serviceLocationByAddress  :Address
+ serviceLocationByBuilding  :Building [1..*]
+ serviceLocationByActivityComplex  :ActivityComplex
+ serviceLocationByGeometry  :GM_Object
+ serviceLocationByUti l ityNode  :Uti l ityNode

endLifespanVersion
/* If set, the date endLifespanVersion shall be later than 
beginLifespanVersion. */
inv: self.endLifespanVersion .isAfter (self.beginLifespanVersion)

 

Figure 4 – Class diagram: Overview of the “Administrative and Social Governmental Services” 
application schema 

 

5.3.1.3. Consistency between spatial data sets 
 
Nothing more than what’s previously referred 

5.3.1.4. Identifier management 
 
Nothing more than what’s previously referred 
 

5.3.1.5. Modelling of object references 

Internal references: 
The application schema describes single services. Several services can be offered at the same 
location or by the same authority. Such internal references aren’t explicitly modelled but can be 
analysed by spatial or logical intersections.   
 
External references:  
This application schema provides a special view at real world objects. Very often the same real world 
object, which is modelled as a service in the application schema, can be seen as a building, an Activity 
Complex or a vulnerable element as well. Such external references are partly explicitly modelled in the 
application schema by using references to buildings or to activity complexes as data types for the 



spatial attribute serviceLocation. Beyond that external references can be analysed by spatial 
intersections. 
 

5.3.1.6. Geometry representation 
 
As depicted and explained in the UML model above, instances of feature type GovernmentalService,  
may be modelled by using several types of spatial references or any kind of geometry (geometry type: 
GM_Geometry) in order not to force any MS or data producer to introduce changes in the way how 
they model and store their original data sets.  
 
Since this application schema is focussed on services (and not on the spatial objects where services 
are located), it is strongly recommended to provide no other geometries as points. The intention to use 
the data type GM_Object in the application schema is to ease the effort for data provides if the 
geometry is originally stored with other data types. Anyway, the usage of other geometry types than 
point should be an exception. 
 

Recommendation 7 When the spatial reference of an administrative and social governmental 
service is provided by an autonomous geometry, then the data should be 
modelled as point objects (geometry type: GM_Point). 

  
 

5.3.2 Feature catalogue 

Feature catalogue metadata 

Application Schema INSPIRE Application Schema AdministrativeAndSocialGovernmentalServices 
Version number 3.0 

Types defined in the feature catalogue 

Type Package Stereotypes 
AreaOfResponsibilityType AdministrativeAndSocialGovernmentalServices «union» 
GovernmentalService AdministrativeAndSocialGovernmentalServices «featureType» 
ServiceLocationType AdministrativeAndSocialGovernmentalServices «union» 
ServiceTypeValue AdministrativeAndSocialGovernmentalServices «codeList» 

5.3.2.1. Spatial object types 

5.3.2.1.1. GovernmentalService 

GovernmentalService 
  Name: governmental service 
  Definition: Administrative and social governmental services such as public administrations, 

civil protection sites, schools and hospitals provided by Public Administrative 
Bodies or by private institutions as far as they are covered by the scope of the 
INSPIRE directive. This scope is mapped to the values of the corresponding 
code list serviceType Value. 

  Description: The accordant sites are commonly presented in governmental and municipal 
portals and map systems as "point of interest"-data, and may be point-based 
locations of a variety of categories of municipal and governmental services and 
social infrastructure. The spatial object type itself is generic in terms of the 
modelling approach, that the concrete type of a GovernmentalService is 
determined by the value of the attribute serviceType. 

  Stereotypes: «featureType» 
 

Attribute: areaOfResponsibility 

  Name: area of responsibility 
  Value type: AreaOfResponsibilityType 
  Definition: The spatial responsibility of a service instance. 



GovernmentalService 
  Description: EXAMPLE 1: An administration is responsible for a municipality; 

EXEMPLE 2: A specialized hospital is responsible for a region. 
  Multiplicity: 0..1 
  Stereotypes: «voidable» 

 

Attribute: beginLifespanVersion 

  Name: begin lifespan version 
  Value type: DateTime 
  Definition: Date and time at which this version of the spatial object was inserted or changed 

in the spatial data set. 
  Description: Related to the life-cycle of the spatial object in the data set. 
  Multiplicity: 1 
  Stereotypes: «lifeCycleInfo,voidable» 

 

Attribute: endLifespanVersion 

  Name: end lifespan version 
  Value type: DateTime 
  Definition: Date and time at which this version of the spatial object was superseded or 

retired in the spatial data set. 
  Description: Related to the life-cycle of the spatial object in the data set. 
  Multiplicity: 0..1 
  Stereotypes: «lifeCycleInfo,voidable» 

 

Attribute: inspireId 

  Name: INSPIRE identifier 
  Value type: Identifier 
  Definition: External object identifier of the governmental service. 
  Description: NOTE: An external object identifier is a unique object identifier published by the 

responsible body, which may be used by external applications to reference the 
spatial object. 
The identifier is an identifier of the spatial object, not an identifier of the real-
world phenomenon. 

  Multiplicity: 1 
 

Attribute: pointOfContact 

  Name: point of contact 
  Value type: Contact 
  Definition: Contains necessary information to get access to a service and/or initial 

information regarding a service. 
  Description: In some cases this information will coincide with the contact information of the 

service authority, owner or operator (i.e. specific position or role of the 
responsible party, described in the relatedParty attribute of the 
GovernmentalServiceExtended in the extended profile). 

  Multiplicity: 1..* 
  Stereotypes: «voidable» 

 

Attribute: serviceLocation 

  Name: service location 
  Value type: ServiceLocationType 
  Definition: Location where the service is offered. 
  Multiplicity: 1 

 

Attribute: serviceType 

  Name: service type value 
  Value type: ServiceTypeValue 



GovernmentalService 
  Definition: Type of an administrative and governmental service. 
  Multiplicity: 1 

 

Constraint: endLifespanVersion 

  Natural 
language: 

If set, the date endLifespanVersion shall be later than beginLifespanVersion. 

  OCL: inv: self.endLifespanVersion .isAfter(self.beginLifespanVersion) 
 

5.3.2.2. Data types 

5.3.2.2.1. AreaOfResponsibilityType 

AreaOfResponsibilityType 
  Name: area of responsibility type 
  Definition: Set of types for the description of spatial responsibility. 
  Stereotypes: «union» 

 

Attribute: areaOfResponsibilityByAdministrativeUnit 

  Name: area of responsibility by administrative unit 
  Value type: AdministrativeUnit 
  Definition: Administrative unit describing the geographic extent of the responsibility of a 

service. 
  Multiplicity: 1..* 

 

Attribute: areaOfResponsibilityByNamedPlace 

  Name: area of responsibility by named place 
  Value type: NamedPlace 
  Definition: Geographical object describing the geographic extent of the responsibility of a 

service. 
  Multiplicity: 1..* 

 

Attribute: areaOfResponsibilityByNetwork 

  Name: area of responsibility by network 
  Value type: NetworkReference 
  Definition: Part of a network describing the geographic extent of the competence of a 

service. 
  Multiplicity: 1..* 

 

Attribute: areaOfResponsibilityByPolygon 

  Name: area of responsibility by polygon 
  Value type: GM_MultiSurface 
  Definition: Polygon describing the geographic extent of the responsibility of a service. 
  Multiplicity: 1 

 

5.3.2.2.2. ServiceLocationType 

ServiceLocationType 
  Name: service location type 
  Definition: Set of types of references to locate a service. 
  Stereotypes: «union» 

 

Attribute: serviceLocationByAddress 

  Name: service location by address 
  Value type: Address 
  Definition: Location of the service by referring to an address. 
  Multiplicity: 1 

 



ServiceLocationType 

Attribute: serviceLocationByBuilding 

  Name: service location by building 
  Value type: Building 
  Definition: Location of the service by referring to a building. 
  Multiplicity: 1..* 

 

Attribute: serviceLocationByActivityComplex 

  Name: service location by activity complex 
  Value type: ActivityComplex 
  Definition: Location of the service by referring to an activity complex. 
  Multiplicity: 1 

 

Attribute: serviceLocationByGeometry 

  Name: service location by geometry 
  Value type: GM_Object 
  Definition: Location of the service by referring to a geometry. 
  Multiplicity: 1 

 

Attribute: serviceLocationByUtilityNode 

  Name: location service by utility node 
  Value type: UtilityNode 
  Definition: Location of the service by referring to a node related to a utility network (water, 

telecommunication, etc.), e.g. hydrant or emergency call point. 
  Multiplicity: 1 

 

5.3.2.3. Code lists 

5.3.2.3.1. ServiceTypeValue 

ServiceTypeValue 
  Name: service type value 
  Definition: Codelist containing a classification of governmental services. 
  Extensibility: narrower 
  Identifier: http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codelist/ServiceTypeValue 
  Values: The allowed values for this code list comprise the values specified in Annex C 

and narrower values defined by data providers.  
 

5.3.2.4. Imported types (informative) 

This section lists definitions for feature types, data types and enumerations and code lists that are defined in 
other application schemas. The section is purely informative and should help the reader understand the feature 
catalogue presented in the previous sections. For the normative documentation of these types, see the given 
references. 

5.3.2.4.1. ActivityComplex 

ActivityComplex 
  Package: Activity Complex 
  Reference: INSPIRE Data Specifications – Base Models – Activity Complex, version 1.0 

[DS-D2.10.3] 
  Definition: A "single unit", both technically and economically, under the management control 

of the same legal entity (operator), covering activities as those listed in the 
Eurostat NACE classification, products and services. Activity Complex includes 
all infrastructure, equipment and materials. It must represent the whole area, at 
the same or different geographical location, managed by a "single unit". 

  Description: NOTE 1 This class describes the minimal set of elements necessary to describe 
and identify geographically a legal entity and the activities taken place on it under 
the context of a Environmental purposes. 



ActivityComplex 
 
NOTE 2 "Activity Complex" could be assimilated to terms described on the 
legislation as Facility, Establishment, Plant, Holding, Organization ,Farm, 
Extractive Industries or Aquaculture Production Business among others 
 
EXAMPLE i.e. an Agro-business that is legally registered under the Emissions 
Directive. 

 

5.3.2.4.2. Address 

Address 
  Package: Addresses 
  Reference: INSPIRE Data specification on Addresses [DS-D2.8.I.5] 
  Definition: An identification of the fixed location of property by means of a structured 

composition of geographic names and identifiers. 
  Description: NOTE 1 The spatial object, referenced by the address, is defined as the 

"addressable object". The addressable object is not within the application 
schema, but it is possible to represent the address' reference to a cadastral 
parcel or a building through associations. It should, however, be noted that in 
different countries and regions, different traditions and/or regulations determine 
which object types should be regarded as addressable objects. 
 
NOTE 2 In most situations the addressable objects are current, real world 
objects. However, addresses may also reference objects which are planned, 
under construction or even historical. 
 
NOTE 3 Apart from the identification of the addressable objects (like e.g. 
buildings), addresses are very often used by a large number of other applications 
to identify object types e.g. statistics of the citizens living in the building, for 
taxation of the business entities that occupy the building, and the utility 
installations.  
 
NOTE 4 For different purposes, the identification of an address can be 
represented in different ways (see example 3). 
 
EXAMPLE 1 A property can e.g., be a plot of land, building, part of building, way 
of access or other construction, 
 
EXAMPLE 2 In the Netherlands the primary addressable objects are buildings 
and dwellings which may include parts of buildings, mooring places or places for 
the permanent placement of trailers (mobile homes), in the UK it is the lowest 
level of unit for the delivery of services, in the Czech Republic it is buildings and 
entrance doors. 
 
EXAMPLE 3 Addresses can be represented differently. In a human readable 
form an address in Spain and an address in Denmark could be represented like 
this: "Calle Mayor, 13, Cortijo del Marqués, 41037 Écija, Sevilla, España" or 
"Wildersgade 60A, st. th, 1408 Copenhagen K., Denmark". 

 

5.3.2.4.3. AdministrativeUnit 

AdministrativeUnit 
  Package: AdministrativeUnits 
  Reference: INSPIRE Data specification on Administrative Units [DS-D2.8.I.4] 
  Definition: Unit of administration where a Member State has and/or exercises jurisdictional 

rights, for local, regional and national governance. 
 

5.3.2.4.4. Building 

Building 



Building 
  Package: BuildingsBase 
  Reference: INSPIRE Data specification on Buildings [DS-D2.8.III.2] 
  Definition: A Building is an enclosed construction above and/or underground, used or 

intended for the shelter of humans, animals or things or for the production of 
economic goods. A building refers to any structure permanently constructed or 
erected on its site. 

 

5.3.2.4.5. Contact 

Contact 
  Package: Base Types 2 
  Reference: INSPIRE Generic Conceptual Model, version 3.4 [DS-D2.5] 
  Definition: Communication channels by which it is possible to gain access to someone or 

something. 
 

5.3.2.4.6. DateTime 

DateTime 
  Package: Date and Time 
  Reference: Geographic information -- Conceptual schema language [ISO/TS 19103:2005] 

 

5.3.2.4.7. GM_MultiSurface 

GM_MultiSurface 
  Package: Geometric aggregates 
  Reference: Geographic information -- Spatial schema [ISO 19107:2003] 

 

5.3.2.4.8. GM_Object 

GM_Object (abstract) 
  Package: Geometry root 
  Reference: Geographic information -- Spatial schema [ISO 19107:2003] 

 

5.3.2.4.9. Identifier 

Identifier 
  Package: Base Types 
  Reference: INSPIRE Generic Conceptual Model, version 3.4 [DS-D2.5] 
  Definition: External unique object identifier published by the responsible body, which may 

be used by external applications to reference the spatial object. 
  Description: NOTE1 External object identifiers are distinct from thematic object identifiers. 

 
NOTE 2 The voidable version identifier attribute is not part of the unique identifier 
of a spatial object and may be used to distinguish two versions of the same 
spatial object. 
 
NOTE 3 The unique identifier will not change during the life-time of a spatial 
object. 

 

5.3.2.4.10. NamedPlace 

NamedPlace 
  Package: Geographical Names 
  Reference: INSPIRE Data specification on Geographical Names [DS-D2.8.I.3] 
  Definition: Any real world entity referred to by one or several proper nouns. 

 

5.3.2.4.11. NetworkReference 

NetworkReference 
  Package: Network 
  Reference: INSPIRE Data Specifications – Base Models – Generic Network Model, version 

1.0 [DS-D2.10.1] 



NetworkReference 
  Definition: A reference to a network element. 

 

5.3.2.4.12. UtilityNode 

UtilityNode (abstract) 
  Package: Common Utility Network Elements 
  Reference: INSPIRE Data specification on Utility and Governmental Services [DS-D2.8.III.6] 
  Definition: A point spatial object which is used for connectivity. 
  Description: Nodes are found at both ends of the UtilityLink. 

 

 
 

5.3.3 Externally governed code lists 
 
There are not externally governed code list in this application schema.  
 



5.4 Application schema Extended Administrative and Social 
Governmental Services  

5.4.1.1. Narrative description 
 
Extended definition of the Governmental Services feature type. 
 

5.4.1.2. UML Overview 
 
 class Extended Administrative and Social Governmental Servi...

«featureType»
CoreAdministrativeAndSocialGovernmentalServices::

GovernmentalService

+ inspireId:  Identifier
+ serviceLocation:  serviceLocationType
+ serviceType:  ServiceTypeValue

«voidable»
+ areaOfResponsibility:  AreaOfResponsibilityType [0..1]
+ pointOfContact:  Contact [1..*]

«lifeCycleInfo, voidable»
+ beginLifespanVersion:  DateTime
+ endLifespanVersion:  DateTime [0..1] A

GovernmentalServiceExtension

«voidable»
+ additionalLocationDescription:  PT_FreeText [0..1]
+ hoursOfService:  PT_FreeText
+ name:  GeographicalName [0..*]
+ note:  PT_FreeText [0..*]
+ occupancy:  OccupancyType [0..*]
+ relatedParty:  RelatedParty [0..*]
+ resources:  ResourceType [0..*]
+ serviceLevel:  ServiceLevelValue [0..*]
+ validFrom:  DateTime
+ validTo:  DateTime [0..1]

unions & structured dataTypes

enumeration & codeList

«codeList»
CoreAdministrativeAndSocialGovernmentalServices::ServiceTypeValue

tags

asDictionary = true
extensibility = narrower
vocabulary = http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codeList/ServiceTypeValue
xsdEncodingRule = iso19136_2007_INSPIRE_Extensions

«union»
CoreAdministrativeAndSocialGovernmentalServices::

AreaOfResponsibilityType

+ areaOfResponsibilityByAdministrativeUnit:  AdministrativeUnit [1..*]
+ areaOfResponsibilityByNamedPlace:  NamedPlace [1..*]
+ areaOfResponsibilityByNetwork:  NetworkReference [1..*]
+ areaOfResponsibilityByPolygon:  GM_MultiSurface

«enumeration»
ServiceLevelValue

 GLB
 EUR
 STA
 NUTS1
 NUTS2
 NUTS3
 LAU1
 LAU2

endLifespanVersion
/* If set, the date endLifespanVersion 
shall be later than beginLifespanVersion. 
*/
inv: self.endLifespanVersion .isAfter
(self.beginLifespanVersion)

«union»
CoreAdministrativeAndSocialGovernmentalServices::

ServiceLocationType

+ serviceLocationByAddress:  Address
+ serviceLocationByBuilding:  Building [1..*]
+ serviceLocationByActivityComplex:  ActivityComplex
+ serviceLocationByGeometry:  GM_Object
+ serviceLocationByUtilityNode:  UtilityNode

«dataType»
ResourceType

+ typeOfTechnicalMeans:  PT_FreeText

«voidable»
+ amount:  Measure

«dataType»
OccupancyType

+ typeOfOccupant:  PT_FreeText

«voidable»
+ numberOfOccupants:  Integer

validTo
/* If set, the date validTo shall be equal 
or later than validFrom. */
inv: self.validTo .isEqual(self.validFrom) 
or self.validTo .isAfter(self.validFrom)

A

NOTE : The attribute hoursOfService is 
consistent to the ISO data type 
CI_Citation's attribute hoursOfService

A

 

Figure 5 – UML class diagram: Overview of the Extended Administrative and Social 
Government Services application schema 

5.4.1.3. Consistency between spatial data sets 
 
Nothing more than what’s previously defined for the Administrative and Social Government Services 
application schema. 
 

5.4.1.4. Identifier management 
 
Nothing more than what’s previously defined for the Administrative and Social Government Services 
application schema. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



5.4.2 Feature catalogue 

Feature catalogue metadata 

Application Schema INSPIRE Application Schema 
ExtensionAdministrativeAndSocialGovernmentalServices 

Version number 3.0 

Types defined in the feature catalogue 

Type Package Stereotypes 
OccupancyType ExtensionAdministrativeAndSocialGovernmentalServices «dataType» 
ResourceType ExtensionAdministrativeAndSocialGovernmentalServices «dataType» 

5.4.2.1. Data types 

5.4.2.1.1. OccupancyType 

OccupancyType 
  Name: occupancy type 
  Definition: Description of a group of occupants. 
  Stereotypes: «dataType» 

 

Attribute: numberOfOccupants 

  Name: number of occupants 
  Value type: Integer 
  Definition: Number of occupants. 
  Multiplicity: 1 
  Stereotypes: «voidable» 

 

Attribute: typeOfOccupant 

  Name: type of occupant 
  Value type: PT_FreeText 
  Definition: Qualitative description of a group of occupants. 
  Description: EXAMPLE: Elderly people, partly immobile. 
  Multiplicity: 1 

 

5.4.2.1.2. ResourceType 

ResourceType 
  Name: resource type 
  Definition: Description of a single technical resource. 
  Description: EXAMPLE: Capacity of a fire water reservoir. 
  Stereotypes: «dataType» 

 

Attribute: amount 

  Name: amount 
  Value type: Measure 
  Definition: Quantitative description of a technical resource. 
  Multiplicity: 1 
  Stereotypes: «voidable» 

 

Attribute: typeOfTechnicalMeans 

  Name: type of technical means 
  Value type: PT_FreeText 
  Definition: Qualitative description of a technical resource. 
  Multiplicity: 1 

 



5.4.2.2. Enumerations 

5.4.2.2.1. ServiceLevelValue 

ServiceLevelValue 
  Name: service level value  
  Definition: Classification of European territorial units, based on EUROSTAT values 

(extension to sub-national levels). 
  URI:  

 

  Value: GLB 
  Definition: Global, supra-European level. 

 

  Value: EUR 
  Definition: Pan-European level. 

 

  Value: STA 
  Definition: Member State or national level. 

 

  Value: NUTS1 
  Definition: Major socio-economic region level. 

 

  Value: NUTS2 
  Definition: Basic region level (for the aplication of regional policies). 

 

  Value: NUTS3 
  Definition: Small region level (for specific diagnoses). 

 

  Value: LAU1 
  Definition: Local administrative units at the supramunicipal level. 

 

  Value: LAU2 
  Definition: Local administrative units at the municipal level. 

 

5.4.2.3. Imported types (informative) 

This section lists definitions for feature types, data types and enumerations and code lists that are defined in 
other application schemas. The section is purely informative and should help the reader understand the feature 
catalogue presented in the previous sections. For the normative documentation of these types, see the given 

references. 

5.4.2.3.1. Integer 

Integer 
  Package: Numerics 
  Reference: Geographic information -- Conceptual schema language [ISO/TS 19103:2005] 

 

5.4.2.3.2. Measure 

Measure 
  Package: ProductionAndIndustrialFacilitiesExtension 
  Reference: INSPIRE Data specification on Production and Industrial Facilities [DS-D2.8.III.8] 
  Definition: Declared or measured quantity of any kind of physical entity. 

 

5.4.2.3.3. PT_FreeText 

PT_FreeText 
  Package: Cultural and linguistic adapdability 
  Reference: Geographic information -- Metadata -- XML schema implementation [ISO/TS 

19139:2007] 
 

 
 

5.4.3 Externally governed code lists 
 
There are not externally governed code list in this application schema.  



5.5 Application schema Environmental Management Facilities 

5.5.1 Description 

5.5.1.1. Narrative description 
 
The Environmental Management Facilities application schema introduces a single Feature Type 
named EnvironmentalManagementFacility, which is defined as follows: 

A physical structure designed, built or installed to serve specific functions in relation to 
environmental material flows, such as waste or waste water flows, or a delimited area of land or 
water used to serve such functions. 

EnvironmentalManagementFacility is modelled as specialisation of the INSPIRE Generic Conceptual 
Model Feature Type ActivityComplex and the extended DataTypes described on it. 

The environmental management facility data as defined by the Environmental Management Facilities 
application schema can be categorised as follows: 

• Identification 
• Spatiality (extent or position, any type of geometry) 
• Temporality (start and potentially end of existence in the “real world”) 
• Classification and basic information, consisting of the following details: 

• Facility functions, i.e., activities and types of input/output the facility is designed or built for. 
Example: incineration of residual waste; 

• Facility capacities in relation to activities and types of input/output. 
Example: physical capacity to incinerate 250000 tons of residual waste per year; 

• Permissions granted in relation to the facility, especially permitted functions and/or 
capacities. 
Example: permission to incinerate at most 100000 tons of residual waste per year; 

• Classification of the type of facility. 
Example: installation or site; 

• Parties related to the facility, such as operators, owners or competent authorities; 
• Parties related to facility permissions, such as the authority granting a permission; 
• Facility service hours; 
• The link to parent facilities, i.e., other environmental management facilities of which the 

facility is a part. 
Note: The link to parent facilities makes it possible to represent facility hierarchies, such as 
a number of installations on one site, or multiple installations that are parts of another 
installation. 

The objectives for the development of the Environmental Management Facilities application schema 
were as follows: 

• To cover the most essential use case requirements from environmental management, foremost 
waste management; 

• To harmonise with respect to identical or similar requirements from other themes, especially 
Production and Industrial Facilities (PF) and Agricultural Facilities (AF); 

• To support avoidance of redundancy in data instances; 
• To avoid redundancy in the application schema and the data specification. 

In the field of waste management the concepts of site and installation are very common. These terms 
are used in legislation such as the EU directive on waste (2008/98) and the EU regulation on a 
Pollutant Release and Transfer Register (PRTR) (2006/166). In the Environmental Management 
Facilities application schema these concepts are covered with the single Feature Type 
EnvironmentalManagementFacility for the following reasons: 

1. While in the majority of cases there is clarity about whether something qualifies as a site or as 
an installation, there are also other cases where such a clear distinction may not be possible. 
For example, a landfill could qualify as both site and installation; 



2. The information relevant to sites, such as spatial extents or positions, permissions, operators, 
etc. is similar or corresponding to the information relevant to installations. Thus redundancy in 
the application schema is avoided by using a single Feature Type. 

 

The vast majority of EnvironmentalManagementFacility content is derived from the Generic 
Conceptual Model ActivityComplex Feature Type and its recommended Data Types. This ensures 
close alignment with various related Annex III Feature Types, especially ones from Production and 
Industrial Facilities (PF) and Agricultural Facilities (AF). The ActivityComplex Feature Type includes a 
classification of activities according to the Statistical Classification of Economic Activities in the 
European Community (NACE). A description of the NACE codelist and of the other codelists in use in 
the application schema is given in the last paragraphs of this section. The functions considered for the 
Environmental Management Facilities Theme fall mainly under the NACE rev. 2 category E "Water 
supply; Sewerage; Waste management and remediation activities".   

The EnvironmentalManagementFacility Feature Type includes the same basic temporality information 
that is common with all INSPIRE Feature Types, especially the date from which and optionally the 
date up to which the object exists or existed in the “real world”. Additional temporality information can 
be provided in relation to permissions. For permissions, both the validity period as well as the date 
when the permission was granted is taken into account in the application schema. 

There are associations with three of the Annex I Feature Types from 
EnvironmentalManagementFacility. These are: 

1. Address (facility address); 
2. CadastralParcel (cadastral parcels covered by the facility); 
3. AbstractBuilding (buildings wherein the facility is located or considered part of the facility); 

The application schema makes use of several standardised codelists most of them inherited from the 
Activity Complex Model: 

• Statistical Classification of Economic Activities in the European Community (NACE) 
http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/ramon/nomenclatures/index.cfm?TargetUrl=LST_CLS_DLD&StrN
om=NACE_REV2&StrLanguageCode=EN&StrLayoutCode=HIERARCHIC  
Sample entries (out of a total number of 615 entries): 

o 01.11 - Growing of cereals (except rice), leguminous crops and oil seeds 
... 

o 38.11 - Collection of non-hazardous waste 
o 38.12 - Collection of hazardous waste 
o 38.21 - Treatment and disposal of non-hazardous waste 
o 38.22 - Treatment and disposal of hazardous waste 
o 38.31 - Dismantling of wrecks 
o 38.32 - Recovery of sorted materials 
o 39.00 - Remediation activities and other waste management services 

... 
o 99.00 - Activities of extraterritorial organisations and bodies 

• List of economic activities according to Annex I Section 8 of Regulation (EC) No 2150/2002 on 
waste statistics 
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CELEX:32002R2150:EN:NOT 
Sample entries (out of a total number of 20 entries): 

o 1 – Agriculture, hunting and forestry 
... 

o 17 – Recycling 
o 18 – Wholesale of waste and scrap 
o 19 – Sewage and refuse disposal, sanitation and similar activities 
o 20 – Waste generated by households   

• List of recovery and disposal operations according to Annex I and Annex II of Directive 
2008/98/EC on waste 
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CELEX:32008L0098:EN:NOT  
Sample entries (out of a total number of 28 entries): 

o R1 - Use principally as a fuel or other means to generate energy 
o R2 - Solvent reclamation/regeneration 

... 



o R10 - Land treatment resulting in benefit to agriculture or ecological improvement 
o R11 - Use of waste obtained from any of the operations numbered R 1 to R 10 
o R12 - Exchange of waste for submission to any of the operations numbered R 1 to R 

11 
o R13 - Storage of waste pending any of the operations numbered R 1 to R 12 

(excluding temporary storage, pending collection, on the site where the waste is 
produced) 

o D1 - Deposit into or on to land (e.g. landfill, etc.) 
o D2 - Land treatment (e.g. biodegradation of liquid or sludgy discards in soils, etc.) 
o D3 - Deep injection (e.g. injection of pumpable discards into wells, salt domes or 

naturally occurring repositories, etc.) 
... 

o D11 - Incineration at sea 
o D12 - Permanent storage (e.g. emplacement of containers in a mine, etc.) 
o D13 - Blending or mixing prior to submission to any of the operations numbered D 1 to 

D 12 
o D14 - Repackaging prior to submission to any of the operations numbered D 1 to D 13 
o D15 - Storage pending any of the operations numbered D 1 to D 14 (excluding 

temporary storage, pending collection, on the site where the waste is produced)  
• EU Decision 2000/532 List of Wastes 

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CELEX:32000D0532:EN:NOT 
http://www5.umweltbundesamt.at/dataharmonisation/codelist/ev7jv8yw2ndj9awiygm7z5kee7q
y.html 
Sample entries (out of a total number of 839 entries): 

o 01 01 01 - Wastes from mineral metalliferous excavation 
o 01 01 02 - Wastes from mineral non-metalliferous excavation 

... 
o 20 03 06 - Waste from sewage cleaning 
o 20 03 07 - Bulky waste 
o 20 03 99 - Municipal wastes not otherwise specified 

• Eurostat Statistical Classification of Products by Activity in the European Economic Community 
http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/ramon/nomenclatures/index.cfm?TargetUrl=LST_CLS_DLD&StrN
om=CPA_2008&StrLanguageCode=EN&StrLayoutCode=HIERARCHIC 
Sample entries (out of a total number of 3520 entries): 

o 01.11.11 - Durum wheat  
o 01.11.12 - Wheat, except durum wheat 

... 
o 38.11.11 - Collection services of non-hazardous recyclable waste, municipal  
o 38.11.19 - Collection services of non-hazardous recyclable waste, other 

... 
o 38.11.51 - Glass waste 
o 38.11.52 - Paper and paperboard waste 

... 
o 38.11.55 - Plastic waste   

... 
o 99.00.10 - Services provided by extraterritorial organisations and bodies 

 



5.5.1.2. UML Overview 
 class Env ironmental Management Facilities

«featureType»
Env ironmentalManagementFacility

«voidable»
+ type  :EnvironmentalManagementFacil ityTypeValue [0..*]
+ serviceHours  :PT_FreeText [0..1]
+ facil i tyDescription  :ActivityComplexDescription [0..1]
+ physicalCapacity  :Capacity [0..*]
+ permission  :Permission [0..*]
+ status  :ConditionOfFacil ityValue

«featureType»
Activ ity Complex::Activ ityComplex

+ inspireId  :Identifier
+ thematicId  :ThematicIdentifier [0..*]
+ geometry  :GM_Object
+ function  :Function [1..*]

«voidable»
+ name  :CharacterString [0..1]
+ validFrom  :DateTime
+ validTo  :DateTime [0..1]

«voidable, l i feCycleInfo»
+ beginLifespanVersion  :DateTime
+ endLifespanVersion  :DateTime [0..1]

«dataType»
Activ ity Complex::

Activ ityComplexDescription

«voidable»
+ description  :PT_FreeText [0..1]
+ address  :AddressRepresentation [0..1]
+ contact  :Contact [0..1]
+ relatedParty  :RelatedParty [0..*]

+parentFacil i ty
«voidable» 0..*

 

Figure 6 – UML class diagram: Overview of the Environmental Management Facilities 
application schema 

 



 class Env ironmental Management Facilities Datatypes

Data Types from Activity Complex
Data Types from Related Party

«dataType»
Base Types 2::RelatedParty

«voidable»
+ individualName  :PT_FreeText [0..1]
+ organisationName  :PT_FreeText [0..1]
+ positionName  :PT_FreeText [0..1]
+ contact  :Contact [0..1]
+ role  :PartyRoleValue [0..*]

«dataType»
Base Types 2::Contact

«voidable»
+ address  :AddressRepresentation [0..1]
+ contactInstructions  :PT_FreeText [0..1]
+ electronicMailAddress  :CharacterString [0..1]
+ hoursOfService  :PT_FreeText [0..1]
+ telephoneFacsimile  :CharacterString [0..*]
+ telephoneVoice  :CharacterString [0..*]
+ website  :URL [0..1]

«dataType»
Addresses::AddressRepresentation

+ adminUnit  :GeographicalName [1..*] {ordered}
+ locatorDesignator  :CharacterString [0..*] {ordered}
+ locatorName  :GeographicalName [0..*] {ordered}

«voidable»
+ addressArea  :GeographicalName [0..*] {ordered}
+ postName  :GeographicalName [0..*] {ordered}
+ postCode  :CharacterString [0..1]
+ thoroughfare  :GeographicalName [0..*] {ordered}

Data Types from Annex I, II and III

«dataType»
Activ ity Complex::Function

+ activity  :EconomicActivityValue [1..*]

«voidable»
+ input  :InputOutputValue [0..*]
+ output  :InputOutputValue [0..*]
+ description  :PT_FreeText [0..1]

 

Figure 7 – UML class diagram: US “Environmental Management Facilities” application schema, 
Data Types 

  



 class Env ironmental Management Facilities Codelists

«codeList»
Env ironmentalManagementFacilityTypeValue

tags

asDictionary = true
extensibili ty = narrower
vocabulary = http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codeList/EnvironmentalManagementFaci lityTypeValue
xsdEncodingRule = iso19136_2007_INSPIRE_Extensions

Environmental Management Facil ities INSPIRE Internal Codelists

INSPIRE External Codel ists from Activity Complex

«codeList»
Activ ity Complex::EconomicActiv ityWasteStatisticsValue

tags

asDictionary = true
extensibility = narrower
vocabulary = http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codeList/EconomicActivityWasteStatisticsValue
xsdEncodingRule = iso19136_2007_INSPIRE_Extensions

«codeList»
Activ ity Complex::InputOutputValue

tags

asDictionary = true
extensibility = any
vocabulary = http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codelist/InputOutputValue
xsdEncodingRule = iso19136_2007_INSPIRE_Extensions

«codeList»
Activ ity Complex::WasteRecoveryDisposalValue

tags

asDictionary = true
extensibil ity = narrower
vocabulary = http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codeList/WasteRecoveryDisposalValue
xsdEncodingRule = iso19136_2007_INSPIRE_Extensions

«codeList»
Activ ity Complex::EconomicActiv ityValue

tags

asDictionary = true
extensibil ity = any
vocabulary = http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codel ist/EconomicActivityValue
xsdEncodingRule = iso19136_2007_INSPIRE_Extensions

«codeList»
Activ ity Complex::ProductCPAValue

tags

asDictionary = true
extensibili ty = narrower
vocabulary = http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codeList/ProductCPAValue
xsdEncodingRule = iso19136_2007_INSPIRE_Extensions

«codeList»
Activ ity Complex::WasteValue

tags

asDictionary = true
extensibi lity = narrower
vocabulary = http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codeList/WasteValue
xsdEncodingRule = iso19136_2007_INSPIRE_Extensions

«codeList»
Activ ity Complex::EconomicActiv ityNACEValue

tags

asDictionary = true
extensibi lity = narrower
vocabulary = http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codeList/EconomicActivityNACEValue
xsdEncodingRule = iso19136_2007_INSPIRE_Extensions

{incomplete,
overlapping}InputOutput

{incomplete,
overlapping}Activi ty

 

Figure 8 – UML class diagram: US “Environmental Management Facilities” application schema,  
Code Lists 

 
 

5.5.1.3. Consistency between spatial data sets 
 
Nothing more than what’s written in the general introduction. 
 



5.5.1.4. Identifier management 
 
The Environmental Management Facilities application schema uses the Identifier dataType from the 
INSPIRE General Conceptual Model [DS-D2.5]. These identifiers include version number, so can be 
used to track changes to an object. 

Identifiers may have been assigned to Environmental Facilities in multiple contexts and datasets (legal 
registration, registry based on legislation, etc.). In the thematicId attribute, which is of unbounded 
multiplicity, any such identifiers can be represented in application schema data instances. 
 

Recommendation 8 The identifier provided must be unique and representative for the Facility 
from the point of view of the geographical representation. Generic 
Identifiers not directly linked with geographical entities should be avoided 
(e.g. Company Name Identifier). 

 

5.5.1.5. Modelling of object references  
 
References to data types are represented using attributes of the relevant data type. 
 

5.5.1.6. Geometry representation  
 
Datasets relating to Environmental Facilities may be provided by different organizations, especially 
private and public administration related with waste and waste water management. Independently of 
the level of detail the geographical position of the facility should be represented at least as a “point”.   

According to the most generic legislation (waste, IPPC, E-PRTR) the geographical information is 
required in the form of geographical coordinates (X,Y). In certain cases the geographical position can 
be estimated by automatic processing of addresses provided at the facility’s registration. Care has to 
be taken though to avoid that automatic processing yields incorrect geospatial positions, such as in 
cases where a legal address is provided instead of a facility address. 

If a single facility is considered to be composed of separate geographical extents not connected to 
each other, then it is valid to provide just the one continuous extent which can be regarded as the 
main one. It is however not valid to provide the centroid of the separate extents as the facility’s 
position. 

References to addresses, cadastral parcels or buildings shall be provided in addition to geographical 
position or extent information, but not as the only spatiality information of environmental facilities. 

In some cases related with activities which cover a representative extension of land, “Sites”,  this could 
be provided as the geographical representation of the facility, described as polygons (2D) in Local – 
Regional Datasets. Based on this option, the model includes an extension for this particular case. In 
some cases “Sites” or Polygons in which the facility is placed could be linked with cadastral parcels 
but this relation seems to be quite complex from the ontological point of view. 

Other kind of potential geo-referenced information is required under the legislation embedded on 
documents and descriptions requested without references to specific formats. This option only could 
be resolved with external elements (like URL’s) or the inclusion of raster layers (out of scope).  

The model is open to other kind of detailed elements included on the Facility (e.g. Installations, 
Technical Units). These elements should be represented by points topologically related with the “Site” 
or the Facility. In some cases, the geographical representation could be coincident and inherited from 
the higher hierarchical level to which they belong. 
 

Recommendation 9 Only tested geographical information should be provided in order to 
guarantee a minimum error respecting the real perimeter (real 
emplacement) of the Facility. Information is valid if the coordinates are 
inside the perimeter (It’s not required to be the centroïd) or in a margin of 
100 meters around it for State or European scale. 

 



5.5.1.7. Temporality representation  
 
Nothing more than what’s written in the general introduction. 
 

5.5.2 Feature catalogue 

Feature catalogue metadata 

Application Schema INSPIRE Application Schema Environmental Management Facilities 
Version number 3.0 

Types defined in the feature catalogue 

Type Package Stereotypes 
EnvironmentalManagementFacility Environmental Management Facilities «featureType» 
EnvironmentalManagementFacilityTypeValue Environmental Management Facilities «codeList» 

5.5.2.1. Spatial object types 

5.5.2.1.1. EnvironmentalManagementFacility 

EnvironmentalManagementFacility 
  Name: environmental management facility 
  Subtype of: ActivityComplex 
  Definition: A physical structure designed, built or installed to serve specific functions in 

relation to environmental material flows, such as waste or waste water flows, or a 
delimitable area of land or water used to serve such functions. 

  Description: EXAMPLE In the context of waste management the "specific function" may be a 
waste recovery or disposal operation. Typically, waste management sites and 
waste management installations (such as incineration plants, landfills or 
storages) get distinguished. Multiple waste management installations may be 
found at the same site. Waste management installations can be a part of other 
waste management installations. 
 
The functions considered for the Environmental Facilities Theme fall mainly 
under the NACE rev. 2 category E "Water supply; Sewerage; Waste 
management and remediation activities". 

  Stereotypes: «featureType» 
 

Attribute: type 

  Name: type 
  Value type: EnvironmentalManagementFacilityTypeValue 
  Definition: The type of facility, such as installation or site. 
  Multiplicity: 0..* 
  Stereotypes: «voidable» 

 

Attribute: serviceHours 

  Name: service hours 
  Value type: PT_FreeText 
  Definition: Service hours of the facility. 
  Multiplicity: 0..1 
  Stereotypes: «voidable» 

 

Attribute: facilityDescription 

  Name: facility description 
  Value type: ActivityComplexDescription 
  Definition: Additional information on an Environmental Management Facilities, including its 

address, a contact details, related parties and a free text description. 
  Multiplicity: 0..1 



EnvironmentalManagementFacility 
  Stereotypes: «voidable» 

 

Attribute: physicalCapacity 

  Name: physical capacity 
  Value type: Capacity 
  Definition: A quantification of an actual or potential ability to perform an activity, that 

typically does not change, does not change often, or does not change to a 
significant degree. 

  Description: NOTE Capacity could refer depending of the thematic scope to different 
concepts included on the legislation as “emission limits”, “capacity incineration”, 
“nominal capacity”, “objective estimation data”, “rate of desulphurization” or 
“recycling rate”. 

  Multiplicity: 0..* 
  Stereotypes: «voidable» 

 

Attribute: permission 

  Name: permission 
  Value type: Permission 
  Definition: Official Decision (formal consent) granting authorization to operate all or part of 

an Environmental Management Facility , subject to certain conditions which 
guarantee that the installation or parts of installations on the same site operated 
by the same operator complies with the requirements fixed by the law or 
standards. A permit may cover one or more functions and fix parameters of 
capacity; The term may be extended to other kind of certificates or documents of 
special relevance depending of the scope (e.g. ISO, EMAS, National Quality 
Standards, etc). 

  Description: NOTE This terms is referred in several legislative acts as “permit” , 
“authorization”, “development consent” or “exploration permit” among others. 
 
EXAMPLE 1 “…a [written] decision by which the competent authority grants 
permission to operate all or part of an installation” ; 
EXAMPLE 2 “.. the decision of the competent authority or authorities which 
entitles the developer 

  Multiplicity: 0..* 
  Stereotypes: «voidable» 

 

Attribute: status 

  Name: status 
  Value type: ConditionOfFacilityValue 
  Definition: The status of the Environmental Management Facility, such as operational or 

decommissioned. 
  Multiplicity: 1 
  Stereotypes: «voidable» 

 

Association role: parentFacility 

  Name: parent facility  
  Value type: EnvironmentalManagementFacility 
  Definition: A parent facility, i.e., a facility to which this facility belongs. 
  Description: A facility may belong to multiple other facilities. 
  Multiplicity: 0..* 
  Stereotypes: «voidable» 

 

5.5.2.2. Code lists 

5.5.2.2.1. EnvironmentalManagementFacilityTypeValue 

EnvironmentalManagementFacilityTypeValue 



EnvironmentalManagementFacilityTypeValue 
  Name: environmental facility classification 
  Definition: Classification of environmental facilities, such as into sites and installations. 
  Extensibility: narrower 
  Identifier: http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codelist/EnvironmentalManagementFacilityTypeValue 
  Values: The allowed values for this code list comprise the values specified in Annex C 

and narrower values defined by data providers.  
 

5.5.2.3. Imported types (informative) 

This section lists definitions for feature types, data types and enumerations and code lists that are defined in 
other application schemas. The section is purely informative and should help the reader understand the feature 
catalogue presented in the previous sections. For the normative documentation of these types, see the given 
references. 

5.5.2.3.1. ActivityComplex 

ActivityComplex 
  Package: Activity Complex 
  Reference: INSPIRE Data Specifications – Base Models – Activity Complex, version 1.0 

[DS-D2.10.3] 
  Definition: A "single unit", both technically and economically, under the management control 

of the same legal entity (operator), covering activities as those listed in the 
Eurostat NACE classification, products and services. Activity Complex includes 
all infrastructure, equipment and materials. It must represent the whole area, at 
the same or different geographical location, managed by a "single unit". 

  Description: NOTE 1 This class describes the minimal set of elements necessary to describe 
and identify geographically a legal entity and the activities taken place on it under 
the context of a Environmental purposes. 
 
NOTE 2 "Activity Complex" could be assimilated to terms described on the 
legislation as Facility, Establishment, Plant, Holding, Organization ,Farm, 
Extractive Industries or Aquaculture Production Business among others 
 
EXAMPLE i.e. an Agro-business that is legally registered under the Emissions 
Directive. 

 

5.5.2.3.2. ActivityComplexDescription 

ActivityComplexDescription 
  Package: Activity Complex 
  Reference: INSPIRE Data Specifications – Base Models – Activity Complex, version 1.0 

[DS-D2.10.3] 
  Definition: Additional information about an activity complex, including its description, 

address, contact and related parties. 
 

5.5.2.3.3. Capacity 

Capacity 
  Package: Activity Complex 
  Reference: INSPIRE Data Specifications – Base Models – Activity Complex, version 1.0 

[DS-D2.10.3] 
  Definition: A quantification of an actual or potential ability to perform an activity, that 

typically does not change, does not change often, or does not change to a 
significant degree. 

  Description: NOTE Capacity could refer depending of the thematic scope to different 
concepts included on the legislation as “emission limits”, “capacity incineration”, 
“livestock units”, “nominal capacity”, “objective estimation data”, “rate of 
desulphurization” or “recycling rate”. 

 



5.5.2.3.4. ConditionOfFacilityValue 

ConditionOfFacilityValue 
  Package: Base Types 
  Reference: INSPIRE Generic Conceptual Model, version 3.4 [DS-D2.5] 
  Definition: The status of a facility with regards to its completion and use. 

 

5.5.2.3.5. PT_FreeText 

PT_FreeText 
  Package: Cultural and linguistic adapdability 
  Reference: Geographic information -- Metadata -- XML schema implementation [ISO/TS 

19139:2007] 
 

5.5.2.3.6. Permission 

Permission 
  Package: Activity Complex 
  Reference: INSPIRE Data Specifications – Base Models – Activity Complex, version 1.0 

[DS-D2.10.3] 
  Definition: Official Decision (formal consent) granting authorization to operate all or part of 

an Activity Complex, subject to certain conditions which guarantee that the 
installations or parts of installations on the same site operated by the same 
operator comply with the requirements fixed by a competent authority. A permit 
may cover one or more functions and fix parameters of capacity. The term could 
be extended to other kind of certificates or documents of special relevance 
depending of the scope (e.g. ISO, EMAS, National Quality Standards, etc). The 
term may be extended to other kind of certificates or documents of special 
relevance depending of the scope (e.g. ISO, EMAS, National Quality Standards, 
etc). 

  Description: NOTE This terms is referred in several legislative acts as “permit” , 
“authorization”, “development consent” or “exploration permit” among others. 
 
EXAMPLE 1 “…a [written] decision by which the competent authority grants 
permission to operate all or part of an installation” ; 
EXAMPLE 2 “.. the decision of the competent authority or authorities which 
entitles the developer to proceed with the project..”. 

 

 
 

5.5.3 Externally governed code lists 
 
No externally governed code lists is included in the “Environmental Management Activities” application 
schema apart for those described to Activity Complex. 
 



5.6 Application Schemas “Utility Networks” 
 
Definition 
 
Utility services and networks include the physical constructions for transport of utility products - namely 
pipelines for transport of oil, gas, chemicals, water, sewage and thermal products – and cables for 
transmission of electricity, phone and cable-TV signals, etc.  

All kinds of utility systems have nodes like e.g. pump stations, and they are linked to facilities for 
production and treatment of different kinds of utility products. These major production and treatment 
sites are treated in the theme production and industrial facilities. 
 
Description 
 
It is acknowledged that each organization has different responsibilities and this will influence the kind 
of data they collect, manage and use. Some organizations will use simple models while other will have 
more complex data models. 
This data specification is a basic framework that user can adopt and, if necessary, adapt and extend 
for themselves. The specification is focused on the core spatial objects required by networks, i.e. 
network centrelines etc. 
 
Not all the application-specific spatial objects (e.g. flow measurement sensors) are incorporated. Non-
geographic data (e.g. information on flow in m3/s) is also out of scope of this specification. 
 
Abstract 
 
To support a consistent approach to all themes the European Commission, through the Data 
Specifications Drafting Team, developed the “Generic Conceptual Model” [GCM] which was reviewed 
and published prior to the commencement of work on the Annex II and III themes. This is the 
foundation model for every utility network – with the intention that any additional network may be 
combined in future and used in a way that is predicable. 
 
The scope of the INSPIRE Utility Networks Data Product Specification incorporates six distinct utility 
themes: 

• Water Network 
• Sewer Network 
• Electricity Network 
• Oil, Gas & Chemicals Network 
• Thermal Network 
• Telecommunications (Excluded from the IRs) 

Understanding of the Generic Conceptual Model is essential and the GCM/GNM should be read in 
conjunction with this document. The GCM describes the basic form of real world abstraction. The 
GNM adapts this and describes the basic concepts that underpin and define the common Utility 
Networks Application Schema upon which all six themes are based. The GCM relies on ISO standards 
and the 19xxx series in particular. 
 
Purpose 
 
The purpose of this document is to specify a harmonized data specification for the spatial data theme 
Utility Networks, being a sub-scope of the Utility and Governmental Services, as defined in Annex III of 
the INSPIRE Directive. 
 
This data specification is provided as basic framework that users can adopt and - if required – extend 
for themselves. The model is structured to maximize reuse and the sharing of organizational data 
about a network. The specification is concerned only with the core spatial objects required by Utility 
Networks. This specification is mainly focused on the “widely reused – widely referenced“ segment of 
spatial objects (e.g. utility pipes‟ centerlines, or utility node objects). 



 
Associated “non-Geographic” data 
 
Any “non geographic data” (the majority of the data holdings in any organization) – is also out of scope 
of this specification – such records maybe “an asset condition report”, “flow report”, “images of assets”, 
“statistics” and so on. Therefore much of the data used in the utility industry is classified as 
application-specific. While associated with the network, all these examples are closer to the 
application end of the spectrum than generic use by a wide community whether they represent a 
geographic entity or non- geographic data. 
 
To maximize reuse, the linkage of such organizational data with the spatial objects should be “loose” 
in the sense that these are ideally defined as different data objects in a database. Configured correctly 
such data may then be reused in several different applications and any associated information shared 
and exchanged as desired. 
 
 
Applications and use cases 
 
The following use cases are highlighted to demonstrate the width and breadth of applications (the list 
is not exhaustive): 

• Asset Management 

• Capacity Planning 
• Construction 
• Design & Planning 

• Disaster management 
• Emergency response 
• Environmental Impact Assessments 
• Estate management 
• Flow modelling 
• Maintenance 

 
The applications in bold above were used as use cases in the preparation of this specification. These 
represent applications at the European, national, local public sector levels and in the private sector. It 
is evident that the scope of the specification does not attempt to support all these applications. User 
extensibility is supported and encouraged. Future model extensions may incorporate further object 
types if it is felt that further standardization is necessary.  
 
Characteristics of the specification 
 
The key characteristics of the Utility Networks datasets are: 

• They contain information of specific interest for the public sector in its role to support 
economic growth through efficient utility networks (electricity, telecommunications, water, 
sewer, etc.)  

• The information is applicable from local to European levels of operation.  
• The data represents a structure or methods of operation that is stable over time (even if parts 

of the data content frequently changes, e.g. telecommunications). 
• Supports cross border (pan-European) applications.  
• Being a part of the European Spatial Data Infrastructure the data may be more easily used 

with other kinds of data themes, such as geographical names, administrative units, and 
addresses etc.  

 
Spatial resolution and Topology 
 
In the real world, objects are connected to each other: an optical cable is connected to a multiplexer 
that in turn is connected to copper cables connecting into our homes to provide cable TV, telephony 
and internet access. Using GIS to support network utility management typically involves many types of 
features that may have connectivity to each other. 
 
Topology in GIS is generally defined as the spatial relationship between connecting or adjacent 
features, and is an essential prerequisite for many spatial operations such as network analysis. Utility 



networks can be described as NaN (Node-Arc-Node) network using two basic geometric types: points 
(aka nodes) and polylines (aka arcs). NaN topologies can be directed or un-directed, depending on 
specific type of network (i.e. water networks are directed, while telecommunications networks are not). 
Such topology structure provides an automated way to handle digitizing and editing errors, and enable 
advanced spatial analyses such as adjacency, connectivity and containment. Infrastructure networks 
rely on the Generic network model. 
 
That being said, Utility Networks support single spatial resolution. Containment (e.g. equipment being 
installed in manholes or on poles) is not taken in account as a different Level of Detail (LOD). 
 
The topology or spatial relationships between utility network features can be defined explicitly by 
referring nodes within links and vice versa. But this is an option and so is not mandatory. 

According to the Generic Network Model, the relations between starting/ending nodes and links are 
voidable, therefore these relationships can be provided if the source data already contains this 
information, but if the source data doesn't contain this relationship information a data provider should 
not be forced to provide them. In the latter case, such topology could be implicit if the source data is 
sufficiently clean in which a users' application could construct such topology automatically. 

Furthermore, the cardinality of the links is mentioned to be [0..1] or [0..*], so a dataset can be INSPIRE 
compliant, even if containing no relation between links and nodes. 
 
Color-coding used on model classes 
 
In order to facilitate easier reading of the Utility Networks UML model, color-coding on the UML model 
classes is used. This helps to visually recognize immediately the different kind of model classes.  
With the color-coding we differentiate the abstract featureTypes, main and common featureTypes from 
the Utility Networks Profile, featureTypes from Extended Utility Networks, codelists from Core and 
from Extended Utility Networks. These are the assigned codes: 

● default white (EA) for abstract featureTypes 

● green for the common featureTypes 

● red for the main featureTypes from a particular utility network 

● yellow for the featureTypes of Extended 

● grey for the codelists of the Utility Networks Profile 

● dark grey for the codelist of Extended Utility Networks 

 

 
Organisation of the diagrams 

 
For the Utility Networks Profile there is on Common Application Schema that contains all the common 
elements shared among thematic packages and  “applicationSchema” packages for each utility 
network type (Electricity, Oil-Gas-Chemicals, Sewer, Thermal and Water) with one diagram for each 
“applicationSchema”  
The Abstract Types in the Utility Networks Profile inherit much from the generic Network model from 
the GCM. The Utility Networks Profile can be used if a data provider has data available based on a 
node-arc-node topological concept. The node-arc-node logic is represented in the GCM using Node 
and Link featureTypes which contain associations in both directions.  

The Utility Networks Profile extends the Network LinkSet, Node and Network featureTypes with 
respectively UtilityLinkSet, UtilityNode and UtilityNetwork featureTypes.  
 
The UtilityNodeContainer featureType has no counterpart in the generic Network model. This 
UtilityNodeContainer featureType has a part-relationship with UtilityNode, indicating a utility container 
object can contain many utility node objects. 
 
The UtilityNetworkElement contains the properties that are common to all these abstract utility 
featureTypes.  
 



UtilityNetworkElement has two special properties for referencing features of other themes that are 
related to the Utility Network (sub) theme. One is “utilityFacilityReference” which references an 
ActivityComplex featureType (from INSPIRE Base Models), which can be used to describe more 
complex objects that are utility facilities having a more complex geometry. The other one is 
“governmentalServiceReference” referencing a GovernmentalService feature (from Administrative and 
social governmental services (sub) theme of INSPIRE US), which can be used to refer to 
governmental service features that are conceptually related to utility network features. 
 
The Utility Network Profile - Abstract Types further contain two codelists that are used by the two 
properties of the UtilityLinkSet featureType and two codelists from the INSPIRE Base Types. 
 

5.7 “Common Utility Networks Elements” application schema 
 

5.7.1 Description 
 

5.7.1.1. Narrative description  
 
The Common Types of the Utility Networks Profile contain the Cable, Pipe and Duct featureTypes. 
These are link objects which can extend the UtilityLinkSet.  
 
These three featureTypes have various associations that can be used to model their real-life 
relationships: 
 

● A Duct can contain multiple other Ducts, e.g. in case the outer duct is a larger construction 
containing multiple smaller ducts; 

 
● A Duct can contain multiple Pipes, e.g. in case the duct acts as a protecting layer or as a 

construction to keep the pipes together; 
 

● A Duct can contain multiple Cables, idem as with the Duct-Pipe relationship; 
 

● A Pipe can contain multiple other Pipes, e.g. in case the other pipe is used to keep a number of 
inner pipes together; 

 
● A Pipe can contain multiple Cables, idem as with the Pipe-Pipe relationship. 



 

Figure 9 – Physical relations between cables, pipes and ducts 

 
 
Cable is an abstract featureType and can be used in the various utility themes by concrete 
featureTypes (e.g. ElectricityCable).  
 
Duct and Pipe on the other hand are not abstract, so this means that all utility themes can use the 
Duct and Pipe featureTypes as concrete featureTypes as part of their concrete utility network (e.g. 
ElectricityNetwork can have ElectricityCables and Ducts). Hence Duct and Pipe are here color-coded 
in green. Furthermore, Duct and Pipe can be used in utility networks that we call “crossTheme”. This 
means that we can have a cross-theme utility networks with ducts and pipes that are used to encase 
cables and pipes from other utility network themes. 
 
Cable, Pipe and Duct inherit from the abstract UtilityLinkSet featureType, but a constraint has been put 
on the Duct featureType indicating that the utilityDeliveryType property cannot be used in a Duct. This 
utilityDeliveryType property indicates that a link object is used in e.g. transport or distribution type of 
utility networks. But a Duct can contain link objects from more than one specific utility network them, it 
should not use this property, which is expressed by the constraint. 
 
The UtilityNetwork featureType has a property “utilityNetworkType” with a codelist 
“UtilityNetworkTypeValue” that describe the kind of utility network. Note that there’s also a 
“crossTheme” utility network type that can be used for ducts and pipes for encasing of cables and 
pipes from other utility networks. 
 
The UtilityNetwork featureType has a reflexive association, meaning a utility network can contain other 
networks. A UtilityNetwork has a number of authorities with different roles, but these roles can be 
different for certain parts of a utility network. This reflexive association allows to model this case by 
having a main utility network with several sub networks, each having different organisations - modelled 
using the RelatedParty data type (from INSPIRE Basic Types 2) - fulfilling the authority roles.  
The UtilityNetwork featureType also uses the “utilityFacilityReference” property to allow to 
conceptually include a utility facility in a utility network. 
 
There are four utility node container objects, indicated as green color-coded featureTypes, meaning 
they are concrete and can be used in all utility networks: Manhole, Tower, Pole and Cabinet. 
 
Finally there is the Appurtenance featureType which has the “appurtenanceType” property and a 
hierarchy of codelists that can be used for values. The lowest level of codelists are codelists with the 



base values we provide in this data specification, but these can be extended for application specific 
purposes. 
 

5.7.1.2. UML Overview 
 

 class Utility Networks Profile - Abstract Types

Generic Network Model (from GCM)

«featureType»
UtilityNode

constraints
{All utility node objects have inspireId}

«featureType»
UtilityNetworkElement

«voidable»
+ currentStatus  :ConditionOfFacilityValue
+ validFrom  :DateTime
+ validTo  :DateTime [0..1]
+ verticalPosition  :VerticalPositionValue
+ utilityFacilityReference  :ActivityComplex [0..1]
+ governmentalServiceReference  :GovernmentalService [0..1]

«featureType»
UtilityNodeContainer

+ geometry  :GM_Point
+ inspireId  :Identifier [0..1]

«featureType»
Network::LinkSequence

+ link  :DirectedLink [1..*] {ordered}

«featureType»
Network::Link

+ centrelineGeometry  :GM_Curve
+ fictitious  :Boolean = false

«featureType»
Network::Node

+ geometry  :GM_Point

«featureType»
Network::Network

«voidable»
+ geographicalName  :GeographicalName [0..*]

«dataType»
Network::DirectedLink

+ direction  :Sign

«featureType»
Network::

GeneralisedLink

«featureType»
Network::NetworkElement

+ inspireId  :Identifier [0..1]

«lifeCycleInfo, voidable»
+ beginLifespanVersion  :DateTime
+ endLifespanVersion  :DateTime [0..1]

«featureType»
UtilityLinkSet

«voidable»
+ utilityDeliveryType  :UtilityDeliveryTypeValue [0..1]
+ warningType  :WarningTypeValue

constraints
{All utility link objects have inspireId}

«codeList»
Base Types::

ConditionOfFacilityValue

+ disused
+ functional
+ projected
+ underConstruction
+ decommissioned

«enumeration»
Base Types::

VerticalPositionValue

 onGroundSurface
 suspendedOrElevated
 underground

«featureType»
Network::LinkSet

«featureType»
UtilityLinkSequence

«featureType»
UtilityLink

+link

1..*

0..*

+link 1

+spokeEnd
«voidable»

0..*
+endNode

0..1

+spokeStart
«voidable»

0..*

+startNode

0..1

+nodes
«voidable»

0..*

+inNetwork
«voidable»

1..*
+elements

0..*

 

Figure 10 – UML class diagram: Overview of the “Utility Networks Profile - Abstract Types” 

 
  

 
 



 class Utility Networks Profile -  Common Types

Node

UtilityNetworkElement

«featureType»
UtilityNode

«codeList»
AppurtenanceTypeValue

tags

asDictionary = true
extensibility = any
vocabulary = http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codeList/AppurtenanceTypeValue
xsdEncodingRule = iso19136_2007_INSPIRE_Extensions

«featureType»
Appurtenance

«voidable»
+ appurtenanceType  :AppurtenanceTypeValue
+ specificAppurtenanceType  :SpecificAppurtenanceTypeValue [0..1]

constraints

{"TelecommunicationsAppurtenanceTypeValue" is not in IR}

«featureType»
Pipe

«voidable»
+ pipeDiameter  :Measure
+ pressure  :Measure [0..1]

«featureType»
Duct

«voidable»
+ ductWidth  :Length

constraints

{"Duct" shall not have a "utilityDeliveryType"}

«featureType»
Manhole

«featureType»
Pole

«voidable»
+ poleHeight  :Length

UtilityNetworkElement

«featureType»
UtilityNodeContainer

+ geometry  :GM_Point
+ inspireId  :Identifier [0..1]

«featureType»
Cable

«featureType»
Tower

«voidable»
+ towerHeight  :Length

«featureType»
Cabinet

LinkSet

UtilityNetworkElement

«featureType»
UtilityLinkSet

«voidable»
+ utilityDeliveryType  :UtilityDeliveryTypeValue [0..1]
+ warningType  :WarningTypeValue

«featureType»
UtilityNetwork

+ utilityNetworkType  :UtilityNetworkTypeValue
+ authorityRole  :RelatedParty [1..*]

«voidable»
+ utilityFacilityReference  :ActivityComplex [0..*]
+ disclaimer  :PT_FreeText [0..*]

constraints

{All utility network objects have inspireId}
{"telecommunications" value of "utilityNetworkType" is not in IR}

«featureType»
Network::Network

«voidable»
+ geographicalName  :GeographicalName [0..*]

«codeList»
UtilityNetworkTypeValue

tags

asDictionary = true
extensibility = any
vocabulary = http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codeList/UtilityNetworkTypeValue
xsdEncodingRule = iso19136_2007_INSPIRE_Extensions

«codeList»
UtilityDeliveryTypeValue

tags

asDictionary = true
extensibility = any
vocabulary = http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codeList/UtilityDeliveryTypeValue
xsdEncodingRule = iso19136_2007_INSPIRE_Extensions

+networks
«voidable»
0..*

+cables
«voidable»

0..*

+nodes
«voidable»

0..*

+ducts
«voidable»
0..*

+pipes

0..*

+pipes
«voidable»
0..*

+cables
«voidable»

0..*

 

Figure 11 – UML class diagram: Overview of the “Utility Networks Profile - Common Types” 

 
 

5.7.1.3. Consistency between spatial data sets 
 
Nothing more than what’s written in the general paragraph. 
 

5.7.1.4. Identifier management 
 
Nothing more than what’s written in the general paragraph. 

 

5.7.1.5. Modelling of object references 
 
Nothing more than what’s written in the general paragraph. 

 

5.7.1.6. Geometry representation 
 
There are two types of geometry in the specification: 
 

a) Centreline objects in Utility Networks 
b) Point objects in Utility Networks 

 
Type (b) are network nodes, but can also be used to associate appurtenances with the network (e.g. 
antenna, pump, treatment plant etc). 



 
Levels of detail: The specification addresses the highest resolution of data capture in Utility Networks 
and is also applicable to any derived lower resolution levels of detail where the number of coordinates 
is reduced and the geometry simplified to support viewing and reporting at regional, national and 
European levels. 
 
This specification cannot advise on the form of representation at the highest resolution nor the 
accuracy since this will be driven by member state needs. Ideally, derived lower resolution datasets 
will use the approach outlined in D2.6 A.19 where all the objects are related from lowest to highest 
resolution and any user information collected about the network can be simply aggregated at the lower 
lever or disaggregated as the user increases the resolution. 
 
Local, Regional, National and European relevance of the specification  
The datasets in scope are used extensively at the “local level” and extend to regional, national and 
European levels. Usage can change with levels of operation or within an organisation. The 
specification is mainly focused on establishing a more coherent approach to those datasets that are 
universally used, probably held at regional and local level and at the highest resolution within this 
context.  
 
Seamless resolution representations at the local and regional level 
Lower resolution datasets would be derived from the local/high resolution data - outlined in the 
previous paragraph – and referenced (no geographic) data could then be aggregated and 
disaggregated as desired. 
 
Multiple representations at regional, national and European levels. 
Ideally the same data would be scalable dynamically from local to European level seamlessly. Since 
the current datasets and methods are insufficiently mature to support this - several “levels of detail” will 
usually be stored to represent the network at different operational levels.  
 
Unfortunately today there is very little correspondence between each level. Ideally it would be easy to 
seamlessly move from the highest to the lowest resolution with corresponding scaling and aggregation 
and disaggregation of the associated organisational information (as we do on statistical datasets) e.g. 
for reporting purposes or trans-European analysis, real-time management (SCADA), planning and 
policy making.  
 
In the meantime this specification applies to all levels of detail, although data providers are 
encouraged to introduce this specification at the local level as a priority. 
 
 

Recommendation 10 All Utility Networks spatial objects should be provided at the source 
resolution and accuracy where possible. 

 

Recommendation 11 Lower order resolutions should be derived from the highest order 
representation of the utility network, and any user information should be 
captured once and referenced to each geometrical representation. 

 

5.7.1.7. Temporality representation 
 
Nothing more than what’s written in the general paragraph. 
 
 
 
 

5.7.2 Feature catalogue 

Feature catalogue metadata 

Application Schema INSPIRE Application Schema Common Utility Network Elements 



Version number 3.0 

Types defined in the feature catalogue 

Type Package Stereotypes 
Appurtenance Common Utility Network Elements «featureType» 
AppurtenanceTypeValue Common Utility Network Elements «codeList» 
Cabinet Common Utility Network Elements «featureType» 
Cable Common Utility Network Elements «featureType» 
Duct Common Utility Network Elements «featureType» 
Manhole Common Utility Network Elements «featureType» 
Pipe Common Utility Network Elements «featureType» 
Pole Common Utility Network Elements «featureType» 
SpecificAppurtenanceTypeValue Common Utility Network Elements «codeList» 
Tower Common Utility Network Elements «featureType» 
UtilityDeliveryTypeValue Common Utility Network Elements «codeList» 
UtilityLink Common Utility Network Elements «featureType» 
UtilityLinkSequence Common Utility Network Elements «featureType» 
UtilityLinkSet Common Utility Network Elements «featureType» 
UtilityNetwork Common Utility Network Elements «featureType» 
UtilityNetworkElement Common Utility Network Elements «featureType» 
UtilityNetworkTypeValue Common Utility Network Elements «codeList» 
UtilityNode Common Utility Network Elements «featureType» 
UtilityNodeContainer Common Utility Network Elements «featureType» 
WarningTypeValue Common Utility Network Elements «codeList» 

5.7.2.1. Spatial object types 

5.7.2.1.1. Appurtenance 

Appurtenance 
  Name: appurtenance 
  Subtype of: UtilityNode 
  Definition: An appurtenance is a node object that is described by its type (via the attribute 

"appurtenanceType"). 
  Description: The "appurtenanceType" attribute uses the "AppurtenanceTypeValue" codelist 

for its values. But this is an empty codelist that needs to be extended by a 
concrete codelist of appurtenance types for each utility network type. 
So e.g. for the electricity network, the "ElectricityAppurtenanceTypeValue" 
codelist should be used. 

  Stereotypes: «featureType» 
 

Attribute: appurtenanceType 

  Name: appurtenance type value 
  Value type: AppurtenanceTypeValue 
  Definition: Type of appurtenance 
  Description: The "AppurtenanceTypeValue" codelist is an abstract codelist that can be 

replaced by the various appurtenance type value codelists for each utility 
network. 

  Multiplicity: 1 
  Stereotypes: «voidable» 

 

Attribute: specificAppurtenanceType 

  Name: specific appurtenance type 
  Value type: SpecificAppurtenanceTypeValue 



Appurtenance 
  Definition: Type of appurtenance according to a domain-specific classification. 
  Multiplicity: 0..1 
  Stereotypes: «voidable» 

 

Constraint: "TelecommunicationsAppurtenanceTypeValue" is not in IR 

  Natural 
language: 

 

  OCL:  
 

5.7.2.1.2. Cabinet 

Cabinet 
  Name: cabinet 
  Subtype of: UtilityNodeContainer 
  Definition: Simple cabinet object which may carry utility objects belonging to either single or 

multiple utility networks. 
  Description: Cabinets represent mountable node objects that can contain smaller utility 

devices and cables. 
  Stereotypes: «featureType» 

 

5.7.2.1.3. Cable 

Cable (abstract) 
  Name: cable 
  Subtype of: UtilityLinkSet 
  Definition: A utility link or link sequence used to convey electricity or data from one location 

to another. 
  Stereotypes: «featureType» 

 

5.7.2.1.4. Duct 

Duct 
  Name: duct 
  Subtype of: UtilityLinkSet 
  Definition: A utility link or link sequence used to protect and guide cable and pipes via an 

encasing construction. 
  Description: A Duct (or Conduit, or Duct-bank, or Wireway) is a linear object which belongs to 

the structural network. It is the outermost casing. A Duct may contain Pipe(s), 
Cable(s) or other Duct(s). 
Duct is a concrete feature class that contains information about the position and 
characteristics of ducts as seen from a manhole, vault, or a cross section of a 
trench and duct. 

  Stereotypes: «featureType» 
 

Attribute: ductWidth 

  Name: duct width 
  Value type: Length 
  Definition: The width of the duct. 
  Description: The measurement of the object - in this case, the duct - from side to side. 
  Multiplicity: 1 
  Stereotypes: «voidable» 

 

Association role: ducts 

  Name: ducts  
  Value type: Duct 
  Definition: A single duct or set of ducts that constitute the inner-duct. 
  Multiplicity: 0..* 



Duct 
  Stereotypes: «voidable» 

 

Association role: cables 

  Name: cables  
  Value type: Cable 
  Definition: A duct may contain one or more cables. 
  Multiplicity: 0..* 
  Stereotypes: «voidable» 

 

Association role: pipes 

  Name: pipes  
  Value type: Pipe 
  Definition: The set of pipes that constitute the duct bank. 
  Multiplicity: 0..* 
  Stereotypes: «voidable» 

 

Constraint: "Duct" shall not have a "utilityDeliveryType" 

  Natural 
language: 

The multiplicity of "utilityDeliveryType" shall be 0 

  OCL: inv: utilityDeliveryType->size()=0 
 

5.7.2.1.5. Manhole 

Manhole 
  Name: manhole 
  Subtype of: UtilityNodeContainer 
  Definition: Simple container object which may contain either single or multiple utility 

networks objects. 
  Description: Manholes perform following functions: 

 

• Provide drainage for the conduit system so that freezing water does not 
damage the conduit or wires.  

 

• Provide a location for bending the conduit run without damaging the 
wires.  

 

• Provide a junction for conduits coming from different directions.  

 

• Provide access to the system for maintenance.  

 
 

  Stereotypes: «featureType» 
 

5.7.2.1.6. Pipe 

Pipe 
  Name: pipe 
  Subtype of: UtilityLinkSet 
  Definition: A utility link or link sequence for the conveyance of solids, liquids, chemicals or 

gases from one location to another. A pipe can also be used as an object to 
encase several cables (a bundle of cables) or other (smaller) pipes. 

  Stereotypes: «featureType» 
 

Attribute: pipeDiameter 



Pipe 
  Name: pipe diameter 
  Value type: Measure 
  Definition: Pipe outer diameter. 
  Description: For convex shaped objects (e.g. a circle) the diameter is defined to be the largest 

distance that can be formed between two opposite parallel lines tangent to its 
boundery. 

  Multiplicity: 1 
  Stereotypes: «voidable» 

 

Attribute: pressure 

  Name: pressure 
  Value type: Measure 
  Definition: The maximum allowable operating pressure at which a product is conveyed 

through a pipe. 
  Description: The unit of measure for pressure is commonly expressed in "bar". 
  Multiplicity: 0..1 
  Stereotypes: «voidable» 

 

Association role: cables 

  Name: cables  
  Value type: Cable 
  Definition: A pipe may contain one or more cables. 
  Multiplicity: 0..* 
  Stereotypes: «voidable» 

 

Association role: pipes 

  Name: pipes  
  Value type: Pipe 
  Definition: A pipe may contain one or more pipes. 
  Multiplicity: 0..* 
  Stereotypes: «voidable» 

 

5.7.2.1.7. Pole 

Pole 
  Name: pole 
  Subtype of: UtilityNodeContainer 
  Definition: Simple pole (mast) object which may carry utility objects belonging to either 

single or multiple utility networks. 
  Description: Poles represent node objects that can support utility devices and cables. 
  Stereotypes: «featureType» 

 

Attribute: poleHeight 

  Name: pole height 
  Value type: Length 
  Definition: The height of the pole. 
  Description: The height is the vertical extend measuring accross the object - in this case, the 

pole - at right angles to the lenght. 
  Multiplicity: 1 
  Stereotypes: «voidable» 

 

5.7.2.1.8. Tower 

Tower 
  Name: tower 
  Subtype of: UtilityNodeContainer 



Tower 
  Definition: Simple tower object which may carry utility objects belonging to either single or 

multiple utility networks. 
  Description: Towers represent node objects that support reservoirs, cables or antennas. 
  Stereotypes: «featureType» 

 

Attribute: towerHeight 

  Name: tower height 
  Value type: Length 
  Definition: The height of the tower. 
  Description: The height is the vertical extend measuring accross the object - in this case, the 

tower - at right angles to the lenght. 
  Multiplicity: 1 
  Stereotypes: «voidable» 

 

5.7.2.1.9. UtilityLink 

UtilityLink 
  Name: name -- utility Link -- definition -- A linear spatial object that describes the 

geometry and connectivity of a utility network between two points in the network. 
  Subtype of: LinkUtilityNetworkElement 
  Stereotypes: «featureType» 

 

5.7.2.1.10. UtilityLinkSequence 

UtilityLinkSequence 
  Name: name -- utility Link Sequence -- description -- A linear spatial object, composed 

of an ordered collection of utility links, which represents a continuous path in the 
utility network without any branches. The element has a defined beginning and 
end and every position on the utility link sequence is identifiable with one single 
parameter. 

  Subtype of: UtilityNetworkElementLinkSequence 
  Stereotypes: «featureType» 

 

5.7.2.1.11. UtilityLinkSet 

UtilityLinkSet (abstract) 
  Name: utility linkset 
  Subtype of: LinkSetUtilityNetworkElement 
  Definition: <font color="#1a1a1a">An abstract utility network class which groups common 

properties of Cable, Pipe and Duct featureTypes. 
  Description: <font color="#1a1a1a">This class also extends the LinkSet featureType, which 

allows Cable, Pipe and Duct classes to use either the (more complex) 
LinkSequence or (more simple) Link class. 

  Stereotypes: «featureType» 
 

Attribute: utilityDeliveryType 

  Name: utility delivery type 
  Value type: UtilityDeliveryTypeValue 
  Definition: Kind of utility delivery network e.g. transport, distribution, collection ... 
  Multiplicity: 0..1 
  Stereotypes: «voidable» 

 

Attribute: warningType 

  Name: warning type 
  Value type: WarningTypeValue 
  Definition: Kind of overground visible warning mechanism used to indicate an underground 

utility network element. 
  Multiplicity: 1 



UtilityLinkSet (abstract) 
  Stereotypes: «voidable» 

 

Constraint: All utility link objects have inspireId 

  Natural 
language: 

All utility link objects have an external object identifier. 

  OCL: inv:inspireId->notEmpty() 
 

5.7.2.1.12. UtilityNetwork 

UtilityNetwork 
  Name: utility network 
  Subtype of: Network 
  Definition: Collection of network elements that belong to a single type of utility network. 
  Description: In the real world, objects are connected to each other: an optical cable is 

connected to a multiplexer that in turn is connected to copper cables connecting 
into our homes to provide cable TV, telephony and internet access. Using GIS to 
support network utility management typically involves many types of features that 
may have connectivity to each other. Topology in GIS is generally defined as the 
spatial relationship between connecting or adjacent features, and is an essential 
prerequisite for many spatial operations such as network analysis. Utility 
networks can be described as NaN (Node-Arc-Node) network using two basic 
geometric types: points (aka nodes) and polylines (aka arcs). NaN topologies 
can be directed or un-directed, depending on specific type of network (i.e. water 
networks are directed, while telecommunications networks are not). Such 
topology structure provides an automated way to handle digitising and editing 
errors, and enable advanced spatial analyses such as adjacency, connectivity 
and containment. Infrastructure networks rely on Generic network model 
developed during Annex I. 
 
Note:  
Via the attribute "utilityNetworkType", that uses the "UtilityNetworkTypeValue" 
codelist, the type of utility network can be defined. E.g. by selecting the "sewer" 
value, the utility network becomes a "sewer utility network". 
Using the "crossTheme" value, a utility network can be created that contains e.g. 
ducts, which can contain pipes and cables from various utility network types. 

  Stereotypes: «featureType» 
 

Attribute: utilityNetworkType 

  Name: utility network type 
  Value type: UtilityNetworkTypeValue 
  Definition: The type of utility network or the utilily network theme. 
  Description: Uses the codelist "UtilityNetworkTypeValue" to describe the possible utility 

networks. This also contains the "crossTheme" value to be used for utility 
networks that can contain cables or pipes from various themes, typically used by 
utility network providers that provide ducts. 

  Multiplicity: 1 
 

Attribute: authorityRole 

  Name: authority role 
  Value type: RelatedParty 
  Definition: Parties authorized to manage a utility network, such as maintainers, operators or 

owners. 
  Multiplicity: 1..* 

 

Attribute: utilityFacilityReference 

  Name: utility facility reference 
  Value type: ActivityComplex 



UtilityNetwork 
  Definition: Reference to a facility activity complex that is linked to (e.g. part of) this utility 

network. 
  Description: This reference can be used to link utility facilities - having a more complex 

geometry - to a utility network. 
  Multiplicity: 0..* 
  Stereotypes: «voidable» 

 

Attribute: disclaimer 

  Name: disclaimer 
  Value type: PT_FreeText 
  Definition: Legal text describing confidentiality clauses applying to the utility network 

information. 
  Multiplicity: 0..* 
  Stereotypes: «voidable» 

 

Association role: networks 

  Name: networks  
  Value type: UtilityNetwork 
  Definition: A single sub-network that can be considered as part of a higher-order utility 

network. 
  Multiplicity: 0..* 
  Stereotypes: «voidable» 

 

Constraint: "telecommunications" value of "utilityNetworkType" is not in IR 

  Natural 
language: 

The multiplicity of "telecommunications" shall be 0 

  OCL: inv: telecommunications->size()=0 
 

Constraint: All utility network objects have inspireId 

  Natural 
language: 

All utility network objects have an external object identifier. 

  OCL: inv:inspireId->notEmpty() 
 

5.7.2.1.13. UtilityNetworkElement 

UtilityNetworkElement (abstract) 
  Name: utility network element 
  Definition: Abstract base type representing an utility network element in an utility network. 

Every element in an utility network provides some function that is of interest in 
the utility network. 

  Description: NOTE Derived 'views' of real-world utility objects are represented through 
specialisations in other application schemas; all representations of the same 
real-world object share a common geographic name. 

  Stereotypes: «featureType» 
 

Attribute: currentStatus 

  Name: current status 
  Value type: ConditionOfFacilityValue 
  Definition: The status of an utility object with regards to its completion and use. 
  Multiplicity: 1 
  Stereotypes: «voidable» 

 

Attribute: validFrom 

  Name: valid from 
  Value type: DateTime 
  Definition: The time when the utility network element started to exist in the real world. 



UtilityNetworkElement (abstract) 
  Multiplicity: 1 
  Stereotypes: «voidable» 

 

Attribute: validTo 

  Name: valid to 
  Value type: DateTime 
  Definition: The time from which the utility network element no longer exists in the real world. 
  Multiplicity: 0..1 
  Stereotypes: «voidable» 

 

Attribute: verticalPosition 

  Name: vertical position 
  Value type: VerticalPositionValue 
  Definition: Vertical position of the utility object relative to ground. 
  Multiplicity: 1 
  Stereotypes: «voidable» 

 

Attribute: utilityFacilityReference 

  Name: utility facility reference 
  Value type: ActivityComplex 
  Definition: Reference to a facility activity complex that is linked (related) to this utility 

network element. 
  Description: This reference can be used to link a utility facility - having a more complex 

geometry - to a utility network element. 
  Multiplicity: 0..1 
  Stereotypes: «voidable» 

 

Attribute: governmentalServiceReference 

  Name: governmental service reference 
  Value type: GovernmentalService 
  Definition: Reference to a governmental service object that is linked (related) to this utility 

network element. 
  Description: This reference can be used to link a governmental service object to a utility 

network element. 
  Multiplicity: 0..1 
  Stereotypes: «voidable» 

 

5.7.2.1.14. UtilityNode 

UtilityNode (abstract) 
  Name: utility node 
  Subtype of: NodeUtilityNetworkElement 
  Definition: A point spatial object which is used for connectivity. 
  Description: Nodes are found at both ends of the UtilityLink. 
  Stereotypes: «featureType» 

 

Constraint: All utility node objects have inspireId 

  Natural 
language: 

All utility node objects have an external object identifier. 

  OCL: inv:inspireId->notEmpty() 
 

5.7.2.1.15. UtilityNodeContainer 

UtilityNodeContainer (abstract) 
  Name: utility node container 
  Subtype of: UtilityNetworkElement 



UtilityNodeContainer (abstract) 
  Definition: A point spatial object which is used for connectivity, and also may contain other 

spatial objects (not neccessarily belonging to the same utility network). 
  Description: Nodes are found at either end of the UtilityLink. 
  Stereotypes: «featureType» 

 

Attribute: geometry 

  Name: geometry 
  Value type: GM_Point 
  Definition: Location of the utility node container. 
  Multiplicity: 1 

 

Attribute: inspireId 

  Value type: Identifier 
  Definition: External object identifier of the spatial object. 
  Multiplicity: 0..1 

 

Association role: nodes 

  Name: nodes  
  Value type: UtilityNode 
  Definition: Contained utility nodes. 
  Multiplicity: 0..* 
  Stereotypes: «voidable» 

 

5.7.2.2. Code lists 

5.7.2.2.1. AppurtenanceTypeValue 

AppurtenanceTypeValue 
  Name: appurtenance type 
  Definition: Classification of appurtenances. 
  Extensibility: open 
  Identifier: http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codelist/AppurtenanceTypeValue 
  Values: The allowed values for this code list comprise the values of the following code 

lists and additional values at any level defined by data providers:  

• ElectricityAppurtenanceTypeValue (INSPIRE Data specification on Utility 
and Governmental Services [DS-D2.8.III.6]) 

• OilGasChemicalsAppurtenanceTypeValue (INSPIRE Data specification 
on Utility and Governmental Services [DS-D2.8.III.6]) 

• SewerAppurtenanceTypeValue (INSPIRE Data specification on Utility 
and Governmental Services [DS-D2.8.III.6]) 

• ThermalAppurtenanceTypeValue (INSPIRE Data specification on Utility 
and Governmental Services [DS-D2.8.III.6]) 

• WaterAppurtenanceTypeValue (INSPIRE Data specification on Utility 
and Governmental Services [DS-D2.8.III.6]) 

 

5.7.2.2.2. SpecificAppurtenanceTypeValue 

SpecificAppurtenanceTypeValue 
  Name: specific appurtenance type 
  Definition: Domain-specific classification of appurtenances. 
  Extensibility: any 
  Identifier: http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codelist/SpecificAppurtenanceTypeValue 
  Values: The allowed values for this code list comprise any values defined by data 



SpecificAppurtenanceTypeValue 
providers.  

 

5.7.2.2.3. UtilityDeliveryTypeValue 

UtilityDeliveryTypeValue 
  Name: utility delivery type 
  Definition: Classification of utility delivery types. 
  Extensibility: open 
  Identifier: http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codelist/UtilityDeliveryTypeValue 
  Values: The allowed values for this code list comprise the values specified in Annex C 

and additional values at any level defined by data providers.  
 

5.7.2.2.4. UtilityNetworkTypeValue 

UtilityNetworkTypeValue 
  Name: utility network type 
  Definition: Classification of utility network types. 
  Extensibility: open 
  Identifier: http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codelist/UtilityNetworkTypeValue 
  Values: The allowed values for this code list comprise the values specified in Annex C 

and additional values at any level defined by data providers.  
 

5.7.2.2.5. WarningTypeValue 

WarningTypeValue 
  Name: warning type 
  Definition: Classification of warning types. 
  Extensibility: open 
  Identifier: http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codelist/WarningTypeValue 
  Values: The allowed values for this code list comprise the values specified in Annex C 

and additional values at any level defined by data providers.  
 

5.7.2.3. Imported types (informative) 

This section lists definitions for feature types, data types and enumerations and code lists that are defined in 
other application schemas. The section is purely informative and should help the reader understand the feature 
catalogue presented in the previous sections. For the normative documentation of these types, see the given 
references. 

5.7.2.3.1. ActivityComplex 

ActivityComplex 
  Package: Activity Complex 
  Reference: INSPIRE Data Specifications – Base Models – Activity Complex, version 1.0 

[DS-D2.10.3] 
  Definition: A "single unit", both technically and economically, under the management control 

of the same legal entity (operator), covering activities as those listed in the 
Eurostat NACE classification, products and services. Activity Complex includes 
all infrastructure, equipment and materials. It must represent the whole area, at 
the same or different geographical location, managed by a "single unit". 

  Description: NOTE 1 This class describes the minimal set of elements necessary to describe 
and identify geographically a legal entity and the activities taken place on it under 
the context of a Environmental purposes. 
 
NOTE 2 "Activity Complex" could be assimilated to terms described on the 
legislation as Facility, Establishment, Plant, Holding, Organization ,Farm, 
Extractive Industries or Aquaculture Production Business among others 
 
EXAMPLE i.e. an Agro-business that is legally registered under the Emissions 
Directive. 

 



5.7.2.3.2. ConditionOfFacilityValue 

ConditionOfFacilityValue 
  Package: Base Types 
  Reference: INSPIRE Generic Conceptual Model, version 3.4 [DS-D2.5] 
  Definition: The status of a facility with regards to its completion and use. 

 

5.7.2.3.3. DateTime 

DateTime 
  Package: Date and Time 
  Reference: Geographic information -- Conceptual schema language [ISO/TS 19103:2005] 

 

5.7.2.3.4. ElectricityAppurtenanceTypeValue 

ElectricityAppurtenanceTypeValue 
  Package: Electricity Network 
  Reference: INSPIRE Data specification on Utility and Governmental Services [DS-D2.8.III.6] 
  Definition: Classification of electricity appurtenances. 

 

5.7.2.3.5. GM_Point 

GM_Point 
  Package: Geometric primitive 
  Reference: Geographic information -- Spatial schema [ISO 19107:2003] 

 

5.7.2.3.6. GovernmentalService 

GovernmentalService 
  Package: ExtensionAdministrativeAndSocialGovernmentalServices 
  Reference: INSPIRE Data specification on Utility and Governmental Services [DS-D2.8.III.6] 
  Definition: Administrative and social governmental services such as public administrations, 

civil protection sites, schools and hospitals provided by Public Administrative 
Bodies or by private institutions as far as they are covered by the scope of the 
INSPIRE directive. This scope is mapped to the values of the corresponding 
code list serviceType Value. 

  Description: The accordant sites are commonly presented in governmental and municipal 
portals and map systems as "point of interest"-data, and may be point-based 
locations of a variety of categories of municipal and governmental services and 
social infrastructure. The spatial object type itself is generic in terms of the 
modelling approach, that the concrete type of a GovernmentalService is 
determined by the value of the attribute serviceType. 

 

5.7.2.3.7. Identifier 

Identifier 
  Package: Base Types 
  Reference: INSPIRE Generic Conceptual Model, version 3.4 [DS-D2.5] 
  Definition: External unique object identifier published by the responsible body, which may 

be used by external applications to reference the spatial object. 
  Description: NOTE1 External object identifiers are distinct from thematic object identifiers. 

 
NOTE 2 The voidable version identifier attribute is not part of the unique identifier 
of a spatial object and may be used to distinguish two versions of the same 
spatial object. 
 
NOTE 3 The unique identifier will not change during the life-time of a spatial 
object. 

 

5.7.2.3.8. Length 

Length 
  Package: Units of Measure 



Length 
  Reference: Geographic information -- Conceptual schema language [ISO/TS 19103:2005] 

 

5.7.2.3.9. Link 

Link (abstract) 
  Package: Network 
  Reference: INSPIRE Data Specifications – Base Models – Generic Network Model, version 

1.0 [DS-D2.10.1] 
  Definition: Curvilinear network element that connects two positions and represents a 

homogeneous path in the network. The connected positions may be represented 
as nodes. 

 

5.7.2.3.10. LinkSequence 

LinkSequence (abstract) 
  Package: Network 
  Reference: INSPIRE Data Specifications – Base Models – Generic Network Model, version 

1.0 [DS-D2.10.1] 
  Definition: A network element which represents a continuous path in the network without 

any branches. The element has a defined beginning and end and every position 
on the link sequence is identifiable with one single parameter such as length. 

  Description: EXAMPLE A link sequence may represent a route. 
 

5.7.2.3.11. LinkSet 

LinkSet (abstract) 
  Package: Network 
  Reference: INSPIRE Data Specifications – Base Models – Generic Network Model, version 

1.0 [DS-D2.10.1] 
  Definition: A collection of link sequences and/or individual links that has a specific function 

or significance in a network. 
  Description: NOTE This spatial object type supports the aggregation of links to form objects 

with branches, loops, parallel sequences of links, gaps, etc. 
 
EXAMPLE A dual carriageway road, as a collection of the two link sequences 
that represent each carriageway. 

 

5.7.2.3.12. Measure 

Measure 
  Package: ProductionAndIndustrialFacilitiesExtension 
  Reference: INSPIRE Data specification on Production and Industrial Facilities [DS-D2.8.III.8] 
  Definition: Declared or measured quantity of any kind of physical entity. 

 

5.7.2.3.13. Network 

Network 
  Package: Assessment Methods 
  Reference: INSPIRE Data specification on Area Management Restriction Regulation Zones 

and Reporting units [DS-D2.8.III.11] 
 

5.7.2.3.14. Node 

Node (abstract) 
  Package: Network 
  Reference: INSPIRE Data Specifications – Base Models – Generic Network Model, version 

1.0 [DS-D2.10.1] 
  Definition: Represents a significant position in the network that always occurs at the 

beginning or the end of a link. 
  Description: NOTE if a topological representation of the network is used the road node is 

either a topological connection between two or more links or the termination of a 



Node (abstract) 
ink. If a geometric representation of the network is used road nodes are 
represented by points or alternatively another geometric shape. [EuroRoadS] 

 

5.7.2.3.15. OilGasChemicalsAppurtenanceTypeValue 

OilGasChemicalsAppurtenanceTypeValue 
  Package: Oil-Gas-Chemicals Network 
  Reference: INSPIRE Data specification on Utility and Governmental Services [DS-D2.8.III.6] 
  Definition: Classification of oil, gas, chemicals appurtenances. 

 

5.7.2.3.16. PT_FreeText 

PT_FreeText 
  Package: Cultural and linguistic adapdability 
  Reference: Geographic information -- Metadata -- XML schema implementation [ISO/TS 

19139:2007] 
 

5.7.2.3.17. RelatedParty 

RelatedParty 
  Package: Base Types 2 
  Reference: INSPIRE Generic Conceptual Model, version 3.4 [DS-D2.5] 
  Definition: An organisation or a person with a role related to a resource. 
  Description: NOTE 1 A party, typically an individual person, acting as a general point of 

contact for a resource can be specified without providing any particular role. 
 

5.7.2.3.18. SewerAppurtenanceTypeValue 

SewerAppurtenanceTypeValue 
  Package: Sewer Network 
  Reference: INSPIRE Data specification on Utility and Governmental Services [DS-D2.8.III.6] 
  Definition: Classification of sewer appurtenances. 

 

5.7.2.3.19. ThermalAppurtenanceTypeValue 

ThermalAppurtenanceTypeValue 
  Package: Thermal Network 
  Reference: INSPIRE Data specification on Utility and Governmental Services [DS-D2.8.III.6] 
  Definition: Classification of thermal appurtenances. 

 

5.7.2.3.20. VerticalPositionValue 

VerticalPositionValue 
  Package: Base Types 
  Reference: INSPIRE Generic Conceptual Model, version 3.4 [DS-D2.5] 
  Definition: The relative vertical position of a spatial object. 

 

5.7.2.3.21. WaterAppurtenanceTypeValue 

WaterAppurtenanceTypeValue 
  Package: Water Network 
  Reference: INSPIRE Data specification on Utility and Governmental Services [DS-D2.8.III.6] 
  Definition: Classification of water appurtenances. 

 

 
  

5.7.3 Externally governed code lists 
 
There are not externally governed code list in this application schema.  
 



5.8 “Electricity Network” application schema 

5.8.1 Description  
 

5.8.1.1. Narrative Description 
 
 
Electricity Network application schema is structured containing: 
 

● One concrete link object extending from an abstract Cable or Pipe featureType (shown in red 
color); 

● One Appurtenance node object (green color) ; 
● One UtilityNetwork object (green color); 
● All codelists used by the featureType properties of this diagram (grey color): 

○ Those used by the abstract UtilityLinkSet featureType properties; 
○ Those used by the concrete cable or pipe and appurtenance featureType properties of 

the specific utility network; 
○ Those used by the “appurtenanceType” property of the Appurtenance object; 
○ The “UtilityNetworkTypeValue” used by the “utilityNetworkType” property of the 

UtilityNetwork object.. 
 



5.8.1.2. UML Overview 
 

 class Electricity Network

«featureType»
ElectricityCable

«voidable»
+ operatingVoltage  :Measure
+ nominalVoltage  :Measure

Node

UtilityNetworkElement

«featureType»
Common Utility Network 

Elements::UtilityNode

«featureType»
Common Utility Network Elements::UtilityNetwork

+ utilityNetworkType  :UtilityNetworkTypeValue
+ authorityRole  :RelatedParty [1..*]

«voidable»
+ utilityFacilityReference  :ActivityComplex [0..*]
+ disclaimer  :PT_FreeText [0..*]

constraints

{All utility network objects have inspireId}
{"telecommunications" value of "utilityNetworkType" is not in IR}

«featureType»
Common Utility Network 

Elements::Cable

LinkSet

UtilityNetworkElement

«featureType»
Common Utility Network Elements::UtilityLinkSet

«voidable»
+ utilityDeliveryType  :UtilityDeliveryTypeValue [0..1]
+ warningType  :WarningTypeValue

«codeList»
Common Utility Network 

Elements::

UtilityNetworkTypeValue

+ electricity
+ oilGasChemicals
+ sewer
+ water
+ thermal
+ telecommunications [0..1]

«featureType»
Common Utility Network Elements::Appurtenance

«voidable»
+ appurtenanceType  :AppurtenanceTypeValue
+ specificAppurtenanceType  :SpecificAppurtenanceTypeValue [0..1]

constraints

{"TelecommunicationsAppurtenanceTypeValue" is not in IR}

«codeList»
ElectricityAppurtenanceTypeValue

+ capacitorControl
+ connectionBox
+ correctingEquipment
+ deliveryPoint
+ dynamicProtectiveDevice
+ fuse
+ generator
+ loadTapChanger
+ mainStation
+ netStation
+ networkProtector
+ openPoint
+ primaryMeter
+ recloserElectronicControl
+ recloserHydraulicControl
+ regulatorControl
+ relayControl
+ sectionalizerElectronicControl
+ sectionalizerHydraulicControl
+ streetLight
+ subStation
+ switch
+ transformer
+ voltageRegulator
+ detectionEquipment
+ pointSettingMachine
+ monitoringAndControlEquipment
+ anode

tags

asDictionary = true
extensibility = any
vocabulary = 
http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codeList/ElectricityAppurtenanceTypeValue
xsdEncodingRule = iso19136_2007_INSPIRE_Extensions

«codeList»
Common Utility Network 

Elements::

AppurtenanceTypeValue«codeList»
Common Utility Network Elements::UtilityDeliveryTypeValue

+ collection
+ distribution
+ private
+ transport

tags

asDictionary = true
extensibility = any
vocabulary = http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codeList/UtilityDeliveryTypeValue
xsdEncodingRule = iso19136_2007_INSPIRE_Extensions

«codeList»
Common Utility Network Elements::WarningTypeValue

+ net
+ tape
+ concretePaving

tags

asDictionary = true
extensibility = any
vocabulary = http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codeList/WarningTypeValue
xsdEncodingRule = iso19136_2007_INSPIRE_Extensions

«featureType»
Network::Network

«voidable»
+ geographicalName  :GeographicalName [0..*]

+networks
«voidable»
0..*

 

Figure 12 – UML class diagram: Overview of the “Electricity Networks” 

 
 

5.8.2 Feature catalogue 

Feature catalogue metadata 

Application Schema INSPIRE Application Schema Electricity Network 
Version number 3.0 

Types defined in the feature catalogue 

Type Package Stereotypes 
ElectricityAppurtenanceTypeValue Electricity Network «codeList» 
ElectricityCable Electricity Network «featureType» 



5.8.2.1. Spatial object types 

5.8.2.1.1. ElectricityCable 

ElectricityCable 
  Name: electricity cable 
  Subtype of: Cable 
  Definition: A utility link or link sequence used to convey electricity from one location to 

another. 
  Stereotypes: «featureType» 

 

Attribute: operatingVoltage 

  Name: operating voltage 
  Value type: Measure 
  Definition: The utilization or operating voltage by the equipment using the electricity. 
  Multiplicity: 1 
  Stereotypes: «voidable» 

 

Attribute: nominalVoltage 

  Name: nominal voltage 
  Value type: Measure 
  Definition: The nominal system voltage at the point of supply. 
  Multiplicity: 1 
  Stereotypes: «voidable» 

 

5.8.2.2. Code lists 

5.8.2.2.1. ElectricityAppurtenanceTypeValue 

ElectricityAppurtenanceTypeValue 
  Name: electricity appurtenance type 
  Definition: Classification of electricity appurtenances. 
  Extensibility: open 
  Identifier: http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codelist/ElectricityAppurtenanceTypeValue 
  Values: The allowed values for this code list comprise the values specified in Annex C 

and additional values at any level defined by data providers.  
 

5.8.2.3. Imported types (informative) 

This section lists definitions for feature types, data types and enumerations and code lists that are defined in 
other application schemas. The section is purely informative and should help the reader understand the feature 
catalogue presented in the previous sections. For the normative documentation of these types, see the given 
references. 

5.8.2.3.1. Cable 

Cable (abstract) 
  Package: Common Utility Network Elements 
  Reference: INSPIRE Data specification on Utility and Governmental Services [DS-D2.8.III.6] 
  Definition: A utility link or link sequence used to convey electricity or data from one location 

to another. 
 

5.8.2.3.2. Measure 

Measure 
  Package: ProductionAndIndustrialFacilitiesExtension 
  Reference: INSPIRE Data specification on Production and Industrial Facilities [DS-D2.8.III.8] 
  Definition: Declared or measured quantity of any kind of physical entity. 

 

 
 
 



5.8.3 Externally governed code lists 
 
There are not externally governed code list in this application schema.  
 
 

5.9  “Oil-Gas-Chemicals Network” application schema 

5.9.1 Description  
 

5.9.1.1. Narrative Description 
 
Oil-Gas-Chemicals Network application schema is structured containing: 
 

● One concrete link object extending from an abstract Cable or Pipe featureType (shown in red 
color); 

● One Appurtenance node object (green color) ; 
● One UtilityNetwork object (green color); 
● All codelists used by the featureType properties of this diagram (grey color): 

○ Those used by the abstract UtilityLinkSet featureType properties; 
○ Those used by the concrete cable or pipe and appurtenance featureType properties of 

the specific utility network; 
○ Those used by the “appurtenanceType” property of the Appurtenance object; 
○ The “UtilityNetworkTypeValue” used by the “utilityNetworkType” property of the 

UtilityNetwork object.. 
 



5.9.1.2. UML Overview 
 

 class Oil-Gas-Chemicals Network

«featureType»
Common Utility Network Elements::UtilityNetwork

+ utilityNetworkType  :UtilityNetworkTypeValue
+ authorityRole  :RelatedParty [1..*]

«voidable»
+ utilityFacilityReference  :ActivityComplex [0..*]
+ disclaimer  :PT_FreeText [0..*]

constraints
{All utility network objects have inspireId}
{"telecommunications" value of "utilityNetworkType" is not in IR}

Node

UtilityNetworkElement

«featureType»
Common Utility Network Elements::

UtilityNode

«featureType»
Common Utility Network Elements::Pipe

«voidable»
+ pipeDiameter  :Measure
+ pressure  :Measure [0..1]

«featureType»
OilGasChemicalsPipe

«voidable»
+ oilGasChemicalsProductType  :OilGasChemicalsProductTypeValue [1..*]

LinkSet

UtilityNetwork Element

«featureType»
Common Utility Network Elements::UtilityLinkSet

«voidable»
+ utilityDeliveryType  :UtilityDeliveryTypeValue [0..1]
+ warningType  :WarningTypeValue

«codeList»
Common Utility Network 

Elements::

UtilityNetworkTypeValue

+ electricity
+ oilGasChemicals
+ sewer
+ water
+ thermal
+ telecommunications [0..1]

«codeList»
Common Utility Network 

Elements::

AppurtenanceTypeValue

«featureType»
Common Utility Network Elements::Appurtenance

«voidable»
+ appurtenanceType  :AppurtenanceTypeValue
+ specificAppurtenanceType  :SpecificAppurtenanceTypeValue [0..1]

constraints

{"TelecommunicationsAppurtenanceTypeValue" is not in IR}

«codeList»
Common Utility Network Elements::UtilityDeliveryTypeValue

+ collection
+ distribution
+ private
+ transport

tags

asDictionary = true
extensibility = any
vocabulary = 
http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codeList/UtilityDeliveryTypeValue
xsdEncodingRule = iso19136_2007_INSPIRE_Extensions

«codeList»
Common Utility Network Elements::WarningTypeValue

+ net
+ tape
+ concretePaving

tags

asDictionary = true
extensibility = any
vocabulary = 
http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codeList/WarningTypeValue
xsdEncodingRule = iso19136_2007_INSPIRE_Extensions

«codeList»
OilGasChemicalsAppurtenanceTypeValue

+ pump
+ gasStation
+ node
+ compression
+ terminal
+ deliveryPoint
+ frontier
+ marker
+ beacon

tags
asDictionary = true
extensibility = any
vocabulary = 
http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codeList/OilGasChemicalsAppurtenanceTypeValue
xsdEncodingRule = iso19136_2007_INSPIRE_Extensions

«codeList»
OilGasChemicalsProductTypeValue

+ liquefiedNaturalGas
+ methane
+ naturalGas
+ naturalGasAndTetrahydrothiophene
+ nitrogenGas
+ residualGas
+ accetone
+ air
+ argon
+ butadiene
+ butadiene1,3
+ butane
+ c3
+ carbonMonoxide
+ chlorine
+ compressedAir
+ crude
+ dichloroethane 
+ diesel
+ ethylene
+ gasFabricationOfCocs
+ gasHFx
+ gasoil
+ hydrogen
+ isobutane
+ JET-A1
+ kerosene
+ liquidAmmonia
+ liquidHydrocarbon 
+ multiProduct
+ MVC
+ nitrogen
+ oxygen
+ phenol
+ propane
+ propyleen
+ propylene
+ raffinate
+ refineryProducts
+ saltWater
+ saumur
+ tetrachloroethane
+ unknown
+ empty

tags
asDictionary = true
extensibility = any
vocabulary = 
http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codeList/OilGasChemicalsProductTypeValue
xsdEncodingRule = iso19136_2007_INSPIRE_Extensions

«featureType»
Network::Network

«voidable»
+ geographicalName  :GeographicalName [0..*]

+networks
«voidable»
0..*

+pipes
«voidable»
0..*

 

Figure 13 – UML class diagram: Overview of the “Oil-Gas-Chemicals Networks 

 

5.9.2 Feature catalogue 
Feature catalogue metadata 

Application Schema INSPIRE Application Schema Oil-Gas-Chemicals Network 
Version number 3.0 

Types defined in the feature catalogue 

Type Package Stereotypes 
OilGasChemicalsAppurtenanceTypeValue Oil-Gas-Chemicals Network «codelist» 
OilGasChemicalsPipe Oil-Gas-Chemicals Network «featureType» 
OilGasChemicalsProductTypeValue Oil-Gas-Chemicals Network «codelist» 



5.9.2.1. Spatial object types 

5.9.2.1.1. OilGasChemicalsPipe 

OilGasChemicalsPipe 
  Name: oil, gas and chemicals pipe 
  Subtype of: Pipe 
  Definition: A pipe used to convey oil, gas or chemicals from one location to another. 
  Stereotypes: «featureType» 

 

Attribute: oilGasChemicalsProductType 

  Name: oil, gas and chemicals product type 
  Value type: OilGasChemicalsProductTypeValue 
  Definition: The type of oil, gas or chemicals product that is conveyed through the oil, gas, 

chemicals pipe. 
  Multiplicity: 1..* 
  Stereotypes: «voidable» 

 

5.9.2.2. Code lists 

5.9.2.2.1. OilGasChemicalsAppurtenanceTypeValue 

OilGasChemicalsAppurtenanceTypeValue 
  Name: oil, gas and chemicals appurtenance type 
  Definition: Classification of oil, gas, chemicals appurtenances. 
  Extensibility: open 
  Identifier: http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codelist/OilGasChemicalsAppurtenanceTypeValue 
  Values: The allowed values for this code list comprise the values specified in Annex C and 

additional values at any level defined by data providers.  
 

5.9.2.2.2. OilGasChemicalsProductTypeValue 

OilGasChemicalsProductTypeValue 
  Name: oil, gas and chemicals product type 
  Definition: Classification of oil, gas and chemicals products. 
  Extensibility: open 
  Identifier: http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codelist/OilGasChemicalsProductTypeValue 
  Values: The allowed values for this code list comprise the values specified in Annex C and 

additional values at any level defined by data providers. Annex C includes 
recommended values that may be used by data providers.  

 

5.9.2.3. Imported types (informative) 

This section lists definitions for feature types, data types and enumerations and code lists that are defined in 
other application schemas. The section is purely informative and should help the reader understand the feature 

catalogue presented in the previous sections. For the normative documentation of these types, see the given 
references. 

5.9.2.3.1. Pipe 

Pipe 
  Package: Common Utility Network Elements 
  Reference: INSPIRE Data specification on Utility and Governmental Services [DS-D2.8.III.6] 
  Definition: A utility link or link sequence for the conveyance of solids, liquids, chemicals or gases 

from one location to another. A pipe can also be used as an object to encase several 
cables (a bundle of cables) or other (smaller) pipes. 

 

 
 

5.9.3 Externally governed code lists 
 
There are not externally governed code list in this application schema.  



 

5.10 “Sewer Network” application schema 

5.10.1 Description  
 

5.10.1.1. Narrative Description 
 
Sewer Network application schema is structured containing: 
 

● One concrete link object extending from an abstract Cable or Pipe featureType (shown in red 
color); 

● One Appurtenance node object (green color) ; 
● One UtilityNetwork object (green color); 
● All codelists used by the featureType properties of this diagram (grey color): 

○ Those used by the abstract UtilityLinkSet featureType properties; 
○ Those used by the concrete cable or pipe and appurtenance featureType properties of 

the specific utility network; 
○ Those used by the “appurtenanceType” property of the Appurtenance object; 
○ The “UtilityNetworkTypeValue” used by the “utilityNetworkType” property of the 

UtilityNetwork object.. 
 



5.10.1.2. UML Overview 
 

 class Sewer Network

«featureType»
SewerPipe

«voidable»
+ sewerWaterType  :SewerWaterTypeValue

Node

UtilityNetworkElement

«featureType»
Common Utility Network 

Elements::UtilityNode

«featureType»
Common Utility Network 

Elements::Pipe

«voidable»
+ pipeDiameter  :Measure
+ pressure  :Measure [0..1]

«featureType»
Common Utility Network Elements::UtilityNetwork

+ utilityNetworkType  :UtilityNetworkTypeValue
+ authorityRole  :RelatedParty [1..*]

«voidable»
+ utilityFacilityReference  :ActivityComplex [0..*]
+ disclaimer  :PT_FreeText [0..*]

constraints

{All utility network objects have inspireId}
{"telecommunications" value of "utilityNetworkType" is not in IR}

LinkSet

UtilityNetworkElement

«featureType»
Common Utility Network Elements::UtilityLinkSet

«voidable»
+ utilityDeliveryType  :UtilityDeliveryTypeValue [0..1]
+ warningType  :WarningTypeValue

«codeList»
Common Utility Network 

Elements::

UtilityNetworkTypeValue

+ electricity
+ oilGasChemicals
+ sewer
+ water
+ thermal
+ telecommunications [0..1]

«codeList»
Common Utility Network 

Elements::

AppurtenanceTypeValue

«featureType»
Common Utility Network Elements::Appurtenance

«voidable»
+ appurtenanceType  :AppurtenanceTypeValue
+ specificAppurtenanceType  :SpecificAppurtenanceTypeValue [0..1]

constraints

{"TelecommunicationsAppurtenanceTypeValue" is not in IR}

«codeList»
SewerWaterTypeValue

+ combined
+ reclaimed
+ sanitary
+ storm

tags

asDictionary = true
extensibility = any
vocabulary = http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codeList/SewerWaterTypeValue
xsdEncodingRule = iso19136_2007_INSPIRE_Extensions

«codeList»
SewerAppurtenanceTypeValue

+ anode
+ barrel
+ barScreen
+ catchBasin
+ cleanOut
+ dischargeStructure
+ meter
+ pump
+ regulator
+ scadaSensor
+ thrustProtection
+ tideGate
+ other
+ node
+ connection
+ specificStructure
+ mechanicAndElectromechanicEquipment
+ rainwaterCollector
+ watertankOrChamber

tags

asDictionary = true
extensibility = any
vocabulary = http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codeList/SewerAppurtenanceTypeValue
xsdEncodingRule = iso19136_2007_INSPIRE_Extensions

«codeList»
Common Utility Network Elements::UtilityDeliveryTypeValue

+ collection
+ distribution
+ private
+ transport

tags

asDictionary = true
extensibility = any
vocabulary = http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codeList/UtilityDeliveryTypeValue
xsdEncodingRule = iso19136_2007_INSPIRE_Extensions

«codeList»
Common Utility Network Elements::WarningTypeValue

+ net
+ tape
+ concretePaving

tags

asDictionary = true
extensibility = any
vocabulary = http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codeList/WarningTypeValue
xsdEncodingRule = iso19136_2007_INSPIRE_Extensions

«featureType»
Network::Network

«voidable»
+ geographicalName  :GeographicalName [0..*]

+pipes
«voidable»
0..*

+networks
«voidable»
0..*

 

Figure 14 – UML class diagram: Overview of the “Sewer Networks” 

 

5.10.2 Feature catalogue 

Feature catalogue metadata 

Application Schema INSPIRE Application Schema Sewer Network 
Version number 3.0 

Types defined in the feature catalogue 

Type Package Stereotypes 
SewerAppurtenanceTypeValue Sewer Network «codeList» 
SewerPipe Sewer Network «featureType» 
SewerWaterTypeValue Sewer Network «codeList» 

5.10.2.1. Spatial object types 

5.10.2.1.1. SewerPipe 

SewerPipe 
  Name: sewer pipe 



SewerPipe 
  Subtype of: Pipe 
  Definition: A sewer pipe used to convey wastewater (sewer) from one location to another. 
  Stereotypes: «featureType» 

 

Attribute: sewerWaterType 

  Name: sewer water type 
  Value type: SewerWaterTypeValue 
  Definition: Type of sewer water. 
  Multiplicity: 1 
  Stereotypes: «voidable» 

 

5.10.2.2. Code lists 

5.10.2.2.1. SewerAppurtenanceTypeValue 

SewerAppurtenanceTypeValue 
  Name: sewer appurtenance type 
  Definition: Classification of sewer appurtenances. 
  Extensibility: open 
  Identifier: http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codelist/SewerAppurtenanceTypeValue 
  Values: The allowed values for this code list comprise the values specified in Annex C 

and additional values at any level defined by data providers.  
 

5.10.2.2.2. SewerWaterTypeValue 

SewerWaterTypeValue 
  Name: sewer water type 
  Definition: Classification of sewer water types. 
  Extensibility: open 
  Identifier: http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codelist/SewerWaterTypeValue 
  Values: The allowed values for this code list comprise the values specified in Annex C 

and additional values at any level defined by data providers.  
 

5.10.2.3. Imported types (informative) 

This section lists definitions for feature types, data types and enumerations and code lists that are defined in 
other application schemas. The section is purely informative and should help the reader understand the feature 
catalogue presented in the previous sections. For the normative documentation of these types, see the given 
references. 

5.10.2.3.1. Pipe 

Pipe 
  Package: Common Utility Network Elements 
  Reference: INSPIRE Data specification on Utility and Governmental Services [DS-D2.8.III.6] 
  Definition: A utility link or link sequence for the conveyance of solids, liquids, chemicals or 

gases from one location to another. A pipe can also be used as an object to 
encase several cables (a bundle of cables) or other (smaller) pipes. 

 

 
  

5.10.3 Externally governed code lists 
 
There are not externally governed code list in this application schema.  
. 

5.11 “Thermal Network” application schema 
 



5.11.1 Description  
 

5.11.1.1. Narrative Description 
 
 
Thermal Network application schema is structured containing: 
 

● One concrete link object extending from an abstract Cable or Pipe featureType (shown in red 
color); 

● One Appurtenance node object (green color) ; 
● One UtilityNetwork object (green color); 
● All codelists used by the featureType properties of this diagram (grey color): 
 

○ Those used by the abstract UtilityLinkSet featureType properties; 
○ Those used by the concrete cable or pipe and appurtenance featureType properties of 

the specific utility network; 
○ Those used by the “appurtenanceType” property of the Appurtenance object; 
○ The “UtilityNetworkTypeValue” used by the “utilityNetworkType” property of the 

UtilityNetwork object.. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



5.11.1.2. UML Overview 
 

 class Thermal Network

LinkSet

UtilityNetworkElement

«featureType»
Common Utility Network Elements::UtilityLinkSet

«voidable»
+ utilityDeliveryType  :UtilityDeliveryTypeValue [0..1]
+ warningType  :WarningTypeValue

«featureType»
Common Utility Network 

Elements::Pipe

«voidable»
+ pipeDiameter  :Measure
+ pressure  :Measure [0..1]

«featureType»
ThermalPipe

«voidable»
+ thermalProductType  :ThermalProductTypeValue

«codeList»
ThermalAppurtenanceTypeValue

tags

asDictionary = true
extensibility = any
vocabulary = 
http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codeList/ThermalAppurtenanceTypeValue
xsdEncodingRule = iso19136_2007_INSPIRE_Extensions

Node

UtilityNetworkElement

«featureType»
Common Utility Network 

Elements::UtilityNode

«featureType»
Common Utility Network Elements::UtilityNetwork

+ utilityNetworkType  :UtilityNetworkTypeValue
+ authorityRole  :RelatedParty [1..*]

«voidable»
+ utilityFacilityReference  :ActivityComplex [0..*]
+ disclaimer  :PT_FreeText [0..*]

constraints

{All utility network objects have inspireId}
{"telecommunications" value of "utilityNetworkType" is not in IR}

«codeList»
Common Utility Network 

Elements::

UtilityNetworkTypeValue

+ electricity
+ oilGasChemicals
+ sewer
+ water
+ thermal
+ telecommunications [0..1]

«codeList»
Common Utility Network 

Elements::

AppurtenanceTypeValue

«featureType»
Common Utility Network Elements::Appurtenance

«voidable»
+ appurtenanceType  :AppurtenanceTypeValue
+ specificAppurtenanceType  :SpecificAppurtenanceTypeValue [0..1]

constraints

{"TelecommunicationsAppurtenanceTypeValue" is not in IR}

«codeList»
Common Utility Network Elements::UtilityDeliveryTypeValue

+ collection
+ distribution
+ private
+ transport

tags

asDictionary = true
extensibility = any
vocabulary = http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codeList/UtilityDeliveryTypeValue
xsdEncodingRule = iso19136_2007_INSPIRE_Extensions

«codeList»
Common Utility Network Elements::WarningTypeValue

+ net
+ tape
+ concretePaving

tags

asDictionary = true
extensibility = any
vocabulary = http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codeList/WarningTypeValue
xsdEncodingRule = iso19136_2007_INSPIRE_Extensions

«featureType»
Network::Network

«voidable»
+ geographicalName  :GeographicalName [0..*]

+pipes
«voidable»
0..*

+networks
«voidable»
0..*

 

Figure 15 – UML class diagram: Overview of the “Thermal Networks” 

 

5.11.2 Feature catalogue 

Feature catalogue metadata 

Application Schema INSPIRE Application Schema Thermal Network 
Version number 3.0 

Types defined in the feature catalogue 

Type Package Stereotypes 
ThermalAppurtenanceTypeValue Thermal Network «codeList» 
ThermalPipe Thermal Network «featureType» 

5.11.2.1. Spatial object types 

5.11.2.1.1. ThermalPipe 

ThermalPipe 
  Name: thermal pipe 
  Subtype of: Pipe 
  Definition: A pipe used to disseminate heating or cooling from one location to another. 
  Stereotypes: «featureType» 

 

Attribute: thermalProductType 

  Name: thermal product type 



ThermalPipe 
  Value type: ThermalProductTypeValue 
  Definition: The type of thermal product that is conveyed through the thermal pipe. 
  Multiplicity: 1 
  Stereotypes: «voidable» 

 

5.11.2.2. Code lists 

5.11.2.2.1. ThermalAppurtenanceTypeValue 

ThermalAppurtenanceTypeValue 
  Name: thermal appurtenance type 
  Definition: Classification of thermal appurtenances. 
  Extensibility: any 
  Identifier: http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codeList/ThermalAppurtenanceTypeValue 
  Values: The allowed values for this code list comprise any values defined by data 

providers.  
 

5.11.2.3. Imported types (informative) 

This section lists definitions for feature types, data types and enumerations and code lists that are defined in 
other application schemas. The section is purely informative and should help the reader understand the feature 
catalogue presented in the previous sections. For the normative documentation of these types, see the given 
references. 

5.11.2.3.1. Pipe 

Pipe 
  Package: Common Utility Network Elements 
  Reference: INSPIRE Data specification on Utility and Governmental Services [DS-D2.8.III.6] 
  Definition: A utility link or link sequence for the conveyance of solids, liquids, chemicals or 

gases from one location to another. A pipe can also be used as an object to 
encase several cables (a bundle of cables) or other (smaller) pipes. 

 

5.11.2.3.2. ThermalProductTypeValue 

ThermalProductTypeValue 
  Package: NOT FOUND ThermalProductTypeValue 

 

 

5.11.3 Externally governed code lists 
 
There are not externally governed code list in this application schema.  
 

5.12  “Water Network” application schema 

5.12.1 Description  
 

5.12.1.1. Narrative Description 
 
Water Network application schema is structured containing: 
 

● One concrete link object extending from an abstract Cable or Pipe featureType (shown in red 
color); 

● One Appurtenance node object (green color) ; 
● One UtilityNetwork object (green color); 
● All codelists used by the featureType properties of this diagram (grey color): 

○ Those used by the abstract UtilityLinkSet featureType properties; 



○ Those used by the concrete cable or pipe and appurtenance featureType properties of 
the specific utility network; 

○ Those used by the “appurtenanceType” property of the Appurtenance object; 
○ The “UtilityNetworkTypeValue” used by the “utilityNetworkType” property of the 

UtilityNetwork object.. 
 

5.12.1.2. UML Overview 
 

 class Water Network

«featureType»
WaterPipe

«voidable»
+ waterType  :WaterTypeValue

«featureType»
Common Utility Network 

Elements::Pipe

«voidable»
+ pipeDiameter  :Measure
+ pressure  :Measure [0..1]

Node

UtilityNetworkElement

«featureType»
Common Utility Network 

Elements::UtilityNode

«featureType»
Common Utility Network Elements::UtilityNetwork

+ utilityNetworkType  :UtilityNetworkTypeValue
+ authorityRole  :RelatedParty [1..*]

«voidable»
+ utilityFacilityReference  :ActivityComplex [0..*]
+ disclaimer  :PT_FreeText [0..*]

constraints

{All utility network objects have inspireId}
{"telecommunications" value of "utilityNetworkType" is not in IR}

LinkSet

UtilityNetworkElement

«featureType»
Common Utility Network Elements::UtilityLinkSet

«voidable»
+ utilityDeliveryType  :UtilityDeliveryTypeValue [0..1]
+ warningType  :WarningTypeValue

«codeList»
Common Utility Network 

Elements::

UtilityNetworkTypeValue

+ electricity
+ oilGasChemicals
+ sewer
+ water
+ thermal
+ telecommunications [0..1]

«codeList»
Common Utility Network 

Elements::

AppurtenanceTypeValue

«featureType»
Common Utility Network Elements::Appurtenance

«voidable»
+ appurtenanceType  :AppurtenanceTypeValue
+ specificAppurtenanceType  :SpecificAppurtenanceTypeValue [0..1]

constraints

{"TelecommunicationsAppurtenanceTypeValue" is not in IR}

«codeList»
WaterTypeValue

+ potable
+ raw
+ salt
+ treated

tags

asDictionary = true
extensibility = any
vocabulary = http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codeList/WaterTypeValue
xsdEncodingRule = iso19136_2007_INSPIRE_Extensions

«codeList»
WaterAppurtenanceTypeValue

+ anode
+ clearWell
+ controlValve
+ fitting
+ hydrant
+ junction
+ lateralPoint
+ meter
+ pump
+ pumpStation
+ samplingStation
+ scadaSensor
+ storageBasin
+ storageFacility
+ surgeReliefTank
+ systemValve
+ thrustProtection
+ treatmentPlant
+ well
+ pressureRelieveValve
+ airRelieveValve
+ checkValve
+ waterExhaustPoint
+ waterServicePoint
+ fountain
+ pressureController
+ vent
+ recoilCheckValve
+ waterDischargePoint

tags

asDictionary = true
extensibility = any
vocabulary = http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codeList/WaterAppurtenanceTypeValue
xsdEncodingRule = iso19136_2007_INSPIRE_Extensions

«codeList»
Common Utility Network Elements::UtilityDeliveryTypeValue

+ collection
+ distribution
+ private
+ transport

tags

asDictionary = true
extensibility = any
vocabulary = http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codeList/UtilityDeliveryTypeValue
xsdEncodingRule = iso19136_2007_INSPIRE_Extensions

«codeList»
Common Utility Network Elements::WarningTypeValue

+ net
+ tape
+ concretePaving

tags

asDictionary = true
extensibility = any
vocabulary = http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codeList/WarningTypeValue
xsdEncodingRule = iso19136_2007_INSPIRE_Extensions

«featureType»
Network::Network

«voidable»
+ geographicalName  :GeographicalName [0..*]

+pipes
«voidable»
0..*

+networks
«voidable»
0..*

 

Figure 16 – UML class diagram: Overview of the “Water Networks” 

 

5.12.2 Feature catalogue 

Feature catalogue metadata 

Application Schema INSPIRE Application Schema Water Network 
Version number 3.0 

Types defined in the feature catalogue 

Type Package Stereotypes 



Type Package Stereotypes 
WaterAppurtenanceTypeValue Water Network «codeList» 
WaterPipe Water Network «featureType» 
WaterTypeValue Water Network «codeList» 

5.12.2.1. Spatial object types 

5.12.2.1.1. WaterPipe 

WaterPipe 
  Name: water pipe 
  Subtype of: Pipe 
  Definition: A water pipe used to convey water from one location to another. 
  Stereotypes: «featureType» 

 

Attribute: waterType 

  Name: water type 
  Value type: WaterTypeValue 
  Definition: Type of water. 
  Multiplicity: 1 
  Stereotypes: «voidable» 

 

5.12.2.2. Code lists 

5.12.2.2.1. WaterAppurtenanceTypeValue 

WaterAppurtenanceTypeValue 
  Name: water appurtenance type 
  Definition: Classification of water appurtenances. 
  Extensibility: open 
  Identifier: http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codelist/WaterAppurtenanceTypeValue 
  Values: The allowed values for this code list comprise the values specified in Annex C 

and additional values at any level defined by data providers.  
 

5.12.2.2.2. WaterTypeValue 

WaterTypeValue 
  Name: water type 
  Definition: Classification of water types. 
  Extensibility: open 
  Identifier: http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/codelist/WaterTypeValue 
  Values: The allowed values for this code list comprise the values specified in Annex C 

and additional values at any level defined by data providers.  
 

5.12.2.3. Imported types (informative) 

This section lists definitions for feature types, data types and enumerations and code lists that are defined in 
other application schemas. The section is purely informative and should help the reader understand the feature 
catalogue presented in the previous sections. For the normative documentation of these types, see the given 
references. 

5.12.2.3.1. Pipe 

Pipe 
  Package: Common Utility Network Elements 
  Reference: INSPIRE Data specification on Utility and Governmental Services [DS-D2.8.III.6] 
  Definition: A utility link or link sequence for the conveyance of solids, liquids, chemicals or 

gases from one location to another. A pipe can also be used as an object to 
encase several cables (a bundle of cables) or other (smaller) pipes. 

 

 



5.12.3 Externally governed code lists 
 
There are not externally governed code list in this application schema.  
 


